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Ex-gang youth)
worker shot
Attack on man returning

WEY weneRe
accused of
Yo Oslin

daughters
A FOX Hill man accused of having sex with his daughters,
ages 11 and 13, was arraigned in Magistrate’s Court yesterday.
According to court dockets, the 36-year-old man is accused of
sometime during June, 2006, having intercourse with his 11-yearold daughter.
Court dockets further claim that the accused between Febalso by blood relation his daughter.
It is also alleged that the accused between May and August,
2006, had unlawful intercourse with a 10-year-old girl.

The accused, who was arraigned before Chief Magistrate
Roger Gomez at Court One, Bank Lane, was not required to
plead to the charges of incest and unlawful sexual intercourse.
Thesnanraaprgacnted by atterney Philip’ Hilton, was remand-

™ By MEGAN REYNOLDS

ed to Her Majesty's Prison. A bail hearing has been set for

- ®LAVARDO FORBES, |

er” <.:
Reportg
Staff un
Trib

returned to the Bahamas to
help young people turn away
from crime, only to be shot in
the leg days after he arrived.

ah

ruary and August, 2006, had intercourse with a girl, 13, who was

to Bahamas to turn young
people away from crime
A FORMER gang member

ell

‘Thursday.
1

| 24, of Graham Drive, Nassau,
has been charged with the

| attempted murder of Mark

a scholarship to study at Tay-

Beckford.
He was Teleased from Nassau Magistrate’ 's Court on
$50,000 bail by Magistrate
Linda Virgil, and is due to
return to court on Thursday,

lor University in Indiana, USA,

dye

Mark Beckford, 36, who won

had just arrived home for the .
summer when he was shot in.
the thigh in full public view at
1.30pm on June 18.
The gunman, someone he _
says he recognises from his past,
pulled his weapon on Mr Beck-

ford as He was talking to his
brother about renouncing crime

near the cook out on First
Street, near the junction of Blue

SEE page eight
Felipé Major/Tribune staff

Christie: Cabinet shuffle shows
PM ‘disaffected’ with ministers
lm By BRENT DEAN
Tribune Staff Reporter
bdean@tribunemedia.net
THE realignment of the cabinet by Prime
Minister Hubert Ingraham — in which he
took further responsibilities into his office —
reveals that the prime minister is “disaffected” with his ministers, Opposition leader
Perry Christie claimed yesterday.
“This betrays.a lack of confidence on the
part of the prime minister in their perfor-

Perry Christie

SEE page eight

LOUIS JAOCHIM’S body is
removed from the scene last night

REFORMED GANGSTER Mark Beckford (above) forgives the man who
shot him in Nassau two weeks ago.

Sex tape

Bahamas Hotel

may include

Association

Bahamian

backs the new

@ By BRENT DEAN
Tribune Staff Reporter
bdean@tribunemedia,net
YET

another student sex

tape is in circulation that may
include Bahamian

children

involved in explicit sexual
activity.
The short video involves a

young woman at a private res-

Or you can rest easy knowing
that you have excellent insurance

idence in a school uniform
that is the same as that worn

at the

Government

Haitian

High

was

found

in

last night.
Louis Jaochim, a gardener
with
Stuart
Cove,
was

found in a wellfield trench
floating in about five feet of
_ water.
Jaochim was found by a
cousin at around 5.40pm after
he had not been seen since 7
o’clock yesterday morning —
which prompted a search.
He had recently been
released after two weeks in
hospital.
Police say there are no visible signs of trauma to the
body but are treating the
death as suspicious. pending

Tribune Staff Reporter
tthompson@tribunemedia.net
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man

bushes off Carmichael Road

| MBy TANEKA THOMPSON
THE Bahamas Hotel Asso- :
ciation has pledged its full sup- :
port behind newly appointed ;
Minister of Tourism Vincent :
Vanderpool-Wallace
and :
believes his experience will :
assist the industry in overcom- :
ing its present “challenges”, :
executive director of BHA :
Frank Comito said yesterday.

an autopsy.

Dozens of Haitians were at
the scene last night as
Jaochim’s body was removed.

SEE page eight

SEE page eight

coverage no matter which
way the wind blows.

THE body of a 36-year-old

Tourism Minister |

children

urmicane

@ By BRENT DEAN
Tribune Staff Reporter

Man sought in
Harl Taylor
case may have
left country
@ By KARIN HERIG

Tribune Staff Reporter
kherig@tribunemedia.net

THE man wanted for questioning in connection with last
year’s murder of Harl Taylor
continues to elude detection and
may have left the country.

Acting Assistant Commissioner Hulan Hanna told The
Tribune yesterday that there
have been no sightings of 21year-old Troyniko McNeil.
Police last week released a
poster showing the: face of
McNeil - the first individual to be

SEE page eight
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a) Experts assessing damage
g from oil tanker grounding
@ By ALISON LOWE
Tribune Staff Reporter

alowe@tribunemedia.net
A TEAM of foreign experts is currently in
Nassau assessing the damage. created by the
grounding of a Shell International oil tanker‘in
February and are expected to present a report
on their findings to the Bahamas Environment Science and Technology commission
this week.
According to Eric Carey, president of the
Bahamas National Trust, the team has been

working on the site where the 44,788 ton
tanker, the MT Ficus, ran aground in order to

assess the damage done to the underwater
environment.
“What I understand is that the team ison
site, they have started their work and they
have had meetings with the BEST commission,” Mr Carey told The Tribune.

“There is progress being made.”
Meanwhile the government has received a
“preliminary” draft report from the Bahamas
Maritime Authority on the cause of the incident and expects the final analysis “within a
couple of weeks”, confirmed Dion Foulkes,
who was Minister of Labour and Maritime
Affairs at the time of the grounding, but has
since lost his responsibility for the maritime
affairs portfolio when it was apparently disposed of in this week’s Cabinet shuffle.
It was suggested earlier that whatever
request for compensation the government

goes out to

would make to Shell International, the com-

QUE C. CO@KbeY

pany which owned and operated the tanker,

onor Roll\Student of St,°

ge and y DASSRE

THE Shell International oil tanker was grounded in February.
would be formulated on the basis of what was
found in relation to these two elements of the
incident — the cause and the damage done.
_Concerned environmentalists had previously expressed disappointment over how.

siphoned onto other boats in order to “float”
the vessel off the rocks.
In March Bahamian company Global Unit-

long it had taken the BEST commission to
bring in the expert team to assess the site and
Phillip Weech, director of BEST, has not
returned phone calls seeking an update on

as a pilot, for the tanker as it approached New
Providence to dock at Clifton Pier.

ed Ltd (GUL) denied an allegation that it
had failed to secure a local navigator, known
A day later the Harbour Pilots Association
claimed that the ship did not have a pilot on
board, which would normally be provided by

* the matter since March.

The arrival of the team from abroad was
yesterday heralded as “excellent news” by Mr
Carey.
While’ the Shell International owned

and ©

operated MT Ficus tanker did not leak any oil
when it hit a rocky undersea peninsula just off
Goulding’s Cay near the western coast of New
Providence on February 27, authorities said at
the time that they would be seeking to ascertain what other destruction may have been
wrought as a result of the massive vessel run_ hing aground.
It sat in the same spot, visible from New
Providence, for a week before some oil was

the HPA, because Global United had alleged-

ly failed to pay the HPA $30,000 in back pay.
“They informed us that they were bringing a vessel into the Bahamas.
“We told them that they had to pay their
bills first, we told them we would give them a

pilot when they gave us a cheque. They said
they were getting us a cheque but it never
came,” claimed Chief Pilot at the HPA, Cap-

tain Garnett Rolle.
However; Mike Hall, an operation’s manager at Global United, said that it was Shell’s

responsibility, not his company’s, to pay the
association for the pilot services.

Police recover number. of stolen items

5.B,J.C’s,.

@ By DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport Reporter
dmaycock@tribunemedia.net

FREEPORT - Grand
‘Bahama Police have recovered

8
1 brother, g

godmother

a large number of stolen items
from a house at Eight Mile
Rock. :
Chief Supt of Police Basil
' Rahming said several persons
have been taken into custody in
connection with the matter and
are assisting police with their
investigations.
The police are asking persons
who have had items stolen-from their homes to come and identi-

Jazzie and other relatives.
| Vou

fy their property at the Central
Detective Unit Headquarters on
the Mall.

Always

Supt Rahming said they
should bring proof of ownership.

Buy? Sell?
Expect more from your broker.
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A 61-YEAR-OLD Bimini
grandmother was formally
charged in Freeport Magistrate’s Court on Monday with
possession of dangerous drugs.
Mancilla Demeritte, of

psersinsee NSEwcooh
ousioniosnnrenamen
_eneeaaenet
GARDE

pis
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Alice Town, Bimini, was on

Whether you are a new or seasoned investor,
‘CFAL offers the most complete brokerage

arraigned before Magistrate
Debbye Ferguson on two
counts of drug possession.
She pleaded not guilty to
being found in possession of a
quantity of marijuana, and
possession of a quantity of
cocaine with intent to supply
the same to another on June

service in The Bahamas.
Call us today. We'll show you how to get the most out
of your investments by getting the most out of us.

K.

RM Bailey class
of 1988 meeting

Brokerage & Custodjal Services | Investment & Corporate Advisory
Pension Administration | Shareholder Services

info@cfal.com

| www.cfal.com

Ferguson
Magistrate
adjourned the matter to
/
March 26, 2009.
Demeritte was granted
$1,000 bail with surety on the
marijuana possession charge,
possession charge.

CFAL"
sy

Vig

27 in Alice Town, Bimini.

and $1,800 bail on the cocaine

MONDAY — FRIDAY
6 A.M. — 10 A.M.

Nassau - 7: 242-502-7010 | F: 242-356-3677
Freeport - T: 242-351-8928 | F: 242-351-4050

cranimother:
charged with
possession of
‘dangerous drugs

RM Bailey’s class of 1988 will
hold an urgent meeting for all

Figs
Celebrating5 years

alumni at the school on Robinson Road at 6pm Thursday.
Plans for the upcoming steakout will be discussed.
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Two gas stations

7 brief
Man in court
on drug ant
weapons
charges

reportedly closed
TWO gas stations have
closed since representatives
of the Bahamas Petroleum
Retailers Association warned
that operators were finding it

A 37-YEAR-OLD man of
Sea Breeze Estates was

arraigned in Magistrate’s
Court yesterday on drug and
weapons charges.
It is alleged that on Saturday, February 23 at Deep

‘more

and

more

difficult to

keep their businesses open
due to escalating fuel costs
and business licence fees.

Creek, Andros, Eugene

Symonette was found in possession of a handgun with
intent to endanger the life of
Elizabeth Walkins.
Two other men have
already been charged and
arraigned in relation to this
alleged offence.
Symonette, who appeared
before Chief Magistrate
Roger Gomez at Court One
in Bank Lane, pleaded not
guilty to the charge. He was
represented by attorney
Dion Smith.
It is also alleged that on

licenses fees increased by
101.79 per cent. The gross
profit on diesel decreased
from 11.66 per cent to 3.1 per
cent, while the business
licence fees increased by
276.07 per cent,” the association said.

Petroleum retailers warned
the public last week that
unless the government intervened to lower their business
licence

In relation to the fuel margins, which are fixed at $0.44
cents per gallon for retailers,
the association highlighted
that the margins are still the
- same as they were when gasoline cost $2.80 per gallon in
2002.

Great Gift Ideas

increase

fees, and

their retail margin, operators
would have to “close up
show.”
The two stations that were
reported to have closed were
the Esso station near the
Town

Centre

Shell

gas

Carmichael

Mall, and the
Road,

.RD DESIG:

on

station

near the

Superwash Laundromat.
Last week, the BPRA said

Sunday, June 29, Symonette

was found in possession of 49
pounds of marijuana with
intent to supply it to another.
Symonette was arraigned
on the charge before Magistrate Carolita Bethel at ~
Court Eight in Bank Lane.
‘He pleaded not guilty to
the charge and was remand-

Tim Clarke/Tribune staff

that its members

ed to Her Majesty’s Prison,

Fox Hill.
The case was adjourned to
July 9 for report and fixture.

140 sea turtles are
returned to Atlantic

Limited,

were seek- -

ing a “change” in the structure of the business licence
fees, which currently are
being calculated based on the
dollar value of the gas sold —
rather than on the volume.
This is one of the main issues
the BPRA said that govern-—
ment must address urgently
to protect retailers.
“A review of our business
licence fees show that our
gross profit on gasoline
decreased from 15.7 per cent

Nassau’s Premier Store

ai

eric &

CUT J DYEet)

in 2002, to 7.79 per cent in
2008, while our business

@ VERO BEACH, Fla.
MORE than 140 loggerhead
sea turtles have been returned
to the Atlantic Ocean, according to Associated Press.
-A group of volunteers

released 39 turtles Monday
morning at Sebastian Inlet
State Park near Vero Beach.

Another 103 turtles were
released later in day off the
coast of Fort Pierce.
The turtles were captured

more than two years ago as
hatchlings and raised ata
research facilityi in Galveston,
Texas.”
‘They were

setently

trans-

ported to Panama City for two
weeks to help scientists test
turtle excluder devices on
shrimp trawls.
The devices allow sea turtles to escape from fishing nets
while minimizing the loss of
shrimp. They have been
pean since 1987.

New AG appointment ‘won't

fix the legal system’ — claim
™ By TANEKA THOMPSON
THE prime minister’s appointment of attorney Michael Bar-

unless Cabinet is prepared to allocate significant financial resources
to address the issue.
Cabinet must be prepared to
find the equipment and tools to
facilitate the operations of the

he may quit within a year’s time.”
“Well, I believe it really makes
no difference. Quite frankly, no
matter who sits in that chair, it is
a system that is broken and it has
to be fixed. And I guess Mrs Hep-

nett as the country’s new attorney

AG's office, increase staff salaries

burn is a bright mind,

Tribune Staff Reporter
_tthompson@tribunemedia.net

general and minister of legal
affairs will not fix the “frustrated”
and “failing” legal system, lawyer’
Paul Moss claimed yesterday.
While acknowledging Mr Barnett as a “bright mind”, Mr Moss
said the best intentions of one
man will make no difference in a

system riddled with inefficiencies

to boost productivity, and to
recruit functional staff members
who will ensure the efficiency and
effectiveness of the judiciary,
argued Mr Moss.
Until these changes occur, Mr
Moss contends the new attorney
general “will be as frustrated as

(former AG Claire) Hepburn and

Mr

Bar-

Bayparl Building on Parliament Street
Telephone: (242) 323-6145

Harbour Green Shops at Lyford Cay
Telephone: (242) 362-6527, Fax: (242) 326-9953
P.O. Box N-121, Nassau, N.P., Bahamas
email:info@colesofnassau.com

nett is a bright mind yet we still
have the same results.
“So it makes no difference real-

ly that Mr Barnett now sits in this

chair unless we are willing to take
or grab hold of the problems that
have beset the attorney general’s
office and the kind of problems
that have beset the administration of justice in the country in
order to see any good results by
that office.
“You're talking about the civil

service and particularly about the
attorney general’s office, an office
that has been failing historically
and you’ve had any number of
attorneys general who’ve had
bright minds but yet still have not

been able to fix it so it tells you
that it’s not an individual problem
it’s an organisational problem.”

The state of the judicial system
has been the centre of a longstanding debate. Last month, former police prosecutor and lawyer

Keith Bell blasted the system as
being “on the brink of a collapse.”
It was revealed that there is a
backlog of 100,000 cases before
the courts including 11,000 criminal cases and 48,000 traffic cases.

Mr Barnett replaces Senator
Claire Hebpurn who, according
to a statement by the prime minister, left the Cabinet

PPC

Ua

is

JUNE 20

to “serve

public office in another capacity.”

Best wishes
from PM to
retired Financial
Secretary
PRIME Minister and Minister of Finance Hubert
Ingraham bids best wishes to
retired Financial Secretary
Ruth Millar (seated) during
a retirement luncheon in her
honour at the Ministry of
Finance on Monday.
Minister of State in the
Ministry of Finance the
Zhivargo Laing was also
among those present.

Peter Ramsay/BIS
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Training films
could show right
and wrong way
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The great imponderable for the Bahamas
at the present time is whether to sign, and if

(EPA).
The EPA

is a free trade agreement,
which attempts to remove all trade preferences established between the European

our own

nations trading with the EU is not necessarily good for the Bahamas, which, unlike
its Caribbean

has

brothers,

a favoured

nation status with the U.S. The EPA complicates that relationship.

with the US — its main trading partner —
and “handcuff” its negotiators in.talks on
the renewal of the CBI.
In an interview with Tribune Business

countries will have‘some room to manoeu-

vre and to maintain some limited proreenon
of their most vital products.”
A Jamaican resident was of the opinion
that EPA was good for the Caribbean —
“indeed,” he added, “better than what they
now have.”
In an interview in February with

— training films — to teach

in the Bahamas “turn customers off”, make them

his

investments,

e-commerce,

to do for the WTO,”

etc, in a draft

Mr Moree said. “We

are ahead of the pack. I’m not sure that’s
where we want to be in this exercise.”
What might be’ good for the other CARIFORUM countries might not be good for’
the Bahamas, because of its special trading
relationships. This is one agreement in
wnich government, after studying with care _
and wide consultation, should proceed with
great caution.

notably Guyana’s president, is critical. He
maintains that the countries of the region
buckled under duress. According to him
they were strong-armed by the EU.
Not so, replied Dr Bernal.
"There was no gun to the head,” he said.
“We wanted an agreement, we needed an
agreement, and we negotiated successfully
and got an agreement. We didn't do it out of

look

free

life

as

to movie showing

buddy,

~~honourable

agreement to be signed by the Bahamas
and other CARIFORUM governments later this year.
“We have gone way beyond what we had

members,

should

who,

when

released-goes right back on
drugs, thievery and other
criminal activity. Our man
“gone straight”, has a happy
family life, has good children he “fathers” well, and
‘he becomes a respectable,”

to discriminatory, one-way preference
’ regimes, the Bahamas and the CARIFORUM states had been required to sign an
EPA for goods only.
Yet, said Mr Moree, they have gone further than what was necessary for WTO compliance by including such items as services,

Richard Bernal, director general of the
Caribbean Regional Negotiating Machinery and principal EPA negotiator, main‘tained that the EPA represented the best
' trade pact the region could enter into at
this time.

now,

trouble

opposed

- comply with the WTO’s demand for an end

letters@tribunemedia.net
opposed to a movie showing how so many store clerks

full,

Editor, Neil Hartnell, Mr Moree said that to

Ambassador Dr

Navy

most likely, uncontrollable
(fatherless) children — then,
showing her best friend who
dates boys her own age,
remains virtuous until she
marries at 22, and then leads
a full, happy life with her
“on-the-ball” husband and
three well-behaved children
who she can be very proud
of.
Or, how about a young
when
who,
prisoner
released, goes straight, gets
. a job he can move up in,
marries and then leads a

senior partner at McKinney, Bancroft &
Hughes, could be jeopardised by the EPA.
If the Bahamas were to sign up to the EPA
treaty as it is now worded “the Caribbean
Basin Initiative (CBI) is over.” In his opinion it would compromise the relationship

reci-"

US

man and then, becomes a
. single teen age mother of,

This status, warned lawyer Brian Moree,

“In reality,” it was explained, “the ACP

Caribbean

wrote

However, what is good for the Caribbean

procity that goes only as far as is necessary
to fulfil the WTO criteria.
Y

some

we

from previous agreements entered into with
the EU.
"In the past, we made supplication to the
EU to give us special treatment and we
were not required to give anything in return.
Those days are gone, everybody wants
something."

Union (EU) and the ACP (African,
Caribbean and Pacific) group of countries,
to enable the EU to meet its non-discriminatory obligations to the World Trade
It was the special
Organisation (WTO).
considerations the EU gave to Caribbean
bananas that created the furore which lost
the Caribbean those concessions. WTO
members objected that the concessions discriminated in favour of Caribbean. coun-.
tries trading with the EU. The WTO maintained that these special concessions were
unfair to its other members and did not
provide a level trading field for all members.
The EPA was proposed as a way out of
this dilemma. It was a scheme to enable the
‘Caribbean to trade with the EU on

However,

things,

economic partnetship agreement, that is
what we used to work with the European
Union."
He said the EPA was a new departure

to the Economic Partnership Agreement

Jamaica’s Daily Gleaner,

unprecedented

history of this region,

it does sign, how far it should commit itself

favourable, but reciprocal terms — a

.

the Europeans did not hand us a template
and say sign here. For the first time in the

afraid of the unknown.

ex

hard at instituting (sponsoring) such a project. A training movie that would show a
15-year-old girl, what her
life is likely to be like if she
starts going with an older

Caution needed over EPA
did some

an

Hees

officer, suggesting/recommending the Bahamas use
an old Navy teaching device

ernment

fear, we

by

Bahamians (primarily the
young) the right and wrong
way to do things/live.
I think the Bahamas gov-

Nassau Fax: - (242) 328-2398
Freeport, Grand Bahama: 1-(242)-352-6608
Freeport fax: (242) 352-9348

EVERYONE, at one time or another, is

The Tribune.

citizen, where-

as his old “buddy”, of
course, soon ends up back
in prison where he spends
most of the rest of his short
life.
Or, I’d like to see a movie

of a good Bahamian store
clerk who is courteous and
handles customers particularly well, pays attention to
them — then the contrast
movie showing a more typical Bahamian store clerk
who is very “laid back”,
pays little attention to customers,
is
frequently
engrossed talking on their
cell phone and/or to others
on the staff. How does the
ideal store clerk, act, do,
treat customers, handle himself/herself— that makes
him/her stand out, he excels

(makes

more

sales);

as

“walk out” without buying.
There

are

several

other

subjects. I think if made into
“the right way” and “wrong
way” movies, could help
make the Bahamas a better
place and one visitors would
tell their friends about and
want to return to.. Oh yes,
one other thought, particu-

intended to turn children
around and make them
think constructively, how
they should act and do
things that would make their
life better — don’t show the
training film to them onceshow it to them five-six
times, so the message will
eventually

“sink

in”,

they’ll “get it” and start living and doing things the
“right” way that will make
their future, adult life happier and more productive.
ESTHER
ROLLE-BLANCHARD
Nassau,

June 13, 2008.

_larly in the case of movies

Do we care anymore
about how our

persona is perceived?
CHARACTER - is personal character extinct - do we care anymore what our persona is perceived as being - do we care what was
once upon time.a clear indication as to your character who you
befriended?
Good questions and I quickly can say without any challenge we
totally couldn’t care about character but support flashiness, fast
money (legal and illegal) as long as you flash it and pass it around
and as the thing goes — don’t get catched!.
Character is certainly something which any of your readers over
"50 years went out to achieve — it was the standard — the plimsoll
line and the total measure how you really were respected by your
peers and society but that all gone — gone flushed and forever gone.
You can be “blue-blooded” as much as you like — children of any

muck-a-muck but without that growing upness and standard and
character really, sir, who were you?
Have we simply lowered the grade so low that anything passes?
So often in the news we hear about this CEO or Chairman of
Company XV & Z running off with millions and other cases where
banks from all over the place, once thought to be fortresses of
safeness lose billions and the comment is as casual as if one says
today it might give us a shower or two.
It is certainly sad that character has gone from society and the
corporate Boardroom and the mighty dollar rules even if as
lilly-white as you might be and as bathed in tradition as you
might be you associate with others whose background is very questionable — surely: by the old standard of character that meant
something?
Ethics, morals, character were the standards by which you walked

proud and you wished your children to follow but today it seems
even the legitimate business person plays the street and as long as
he benefits, legally or illegally or by association with persons‘who
purchase or manage entities of parties who clearly have crossed the
line of illegality then I say you have instantly lost your persona and
good character and by a simple statement that we were not in
business with A B or C is totally redundant — we know what controls.

W THOMPSON
Nassau,
June 26, 2008.

Share your news
Royal Bahamian Resort & Offshore Island
Invites application for the position of:

For the best deal in town on

pre-owned cars, with warranty!

IN STOCK
NOW!

Sandals Resorts and Spa require an Irrigation Technician
to maintain and upgrade an existing irrigation system.

The right candidate should possess minimum skills
that will enable them to:

Very low mileage, very clean

‘O6 HYUNDAI ELANTRA Very clean
‘O6 HYUNDAI TUSCON GLS
‘02 SUZUKI GRAND VITARA 5dr
‘Of SUZUKI GRAND VITARA 5dr
‘O01 SUZUKI BALENO
‘05 SUZUKI IGNIS
‘95 TOYOTA AVALON

QUALITY:

;
Visit or

\d

#1 AUTO DEALER IN THE BAHAMAS
EAST SHIRLEY STREET * 322-3775 ° 325-3079
sho wroom

at Guatity Auto§ alts (Fresport} Lid fors simile deals,
¢ Abaco Motor Mall, on MacKay

ee a

Blyd,

ee

Queens Hwy, 352-6122

° Trouble shoot, identify and repair sprinkler issues
° Install pipes valve and sprinklers
° Be familiar with Toro, Rainbird and Hunter sprinklers
¢ Any experience with pumps would be an asset

The Resort will be upgrading to a TBOSS system that
will give us fully automated sprinkle system schedule.
The right candidate will be working along side the
landscape contractor on property.
Position available immediately
Send resumes with 3 references to:
MRCAMPBELL@GRP.SANDALS.COM
Only those deemed suitable will be contacted. No phone
calls please.

367-2916

We

The Tribune wants to hear
from people who are
| making news in their
neighbourhoods. Perhaps
you are raising funds for a
good cause, campaigning
for improvements in the
area or have won an
award.
If so, call us on 322-1986
and share your story.

REQUIREMENTS:

‘O1 HYUNDAI COUPE
‘04 HYUNDAI SANTA FE

gales

IRRIGATION TECHNICIAN

POT ae
oD Tee

IT

FER

Re

and

Lot 3D 23,000 square feet for Sale
at Airport Industrial Park
Cost: 225,000 net (negotiable)

Tel: 242-394-9396
Cell: 242-424-4960
Email: mturnquest@coralwave.com

Sales Clerk
needed

for shoe

store

325-3336
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o brief Wilchcombe: PM should have appointed
Two directors —
appointed at GB
a Minister for Grand Bahama Affairs
Port Authority — But West End MP says any prime

@ By DENISE
MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport
Reporter
dmaycock@
tribunemedia.net

minister would be fearful of
making such an appointment
@ By ALISON LOWE
Tribune Staff Reporter
alowe@tribunemedia.net

FREEPORT Freeport businessmen
Erik Christiansen and
Felix Stubbs have been

appointed to the Grand
Bahama Port Authority
board of.directors.
The announcement
was made in a State-

‘“The board welcomes

the addition of these

two outstanding and
capable individuals to
help guide the development of new projects in
Freeport. The expertise
of

Mr Christiansen and Mr

Stubbs will help in
developing the future of
Freeport and Grand
Bahama

fearful of appointing a Minister of
Grand Bahama

Affairs because.

of the power such a “super minister” could wield, MP for West

ment issued by the Port
Authority on Monday.

and business acumen

ANY prime minister would be

Island,” read

the statement.
Mr Christiansen, a
former owner of Pelican
Bay Resort, has been
unanimously appointed
chairman of the board.
The native of Denmark retired to Grand
Bahama, where he later
created New Hope
Holding Company in
1993. Through this company, he developed several tourism related
real estate projects on

End and Bimini Obie Wilchcombe claimed yesterday.
Despite this, Mr Wilchcombe
said that Prime Minister Hubert
Ingraham should have appointed a Minister for Grand Bahama
Affairs during his Cabinet shuffle,

as such a move could have gone a
long way towards helping to
resolve the Port Authority crisis
and addressing the economic
malaise plaguing the island.
“The minister could have
helped to resolve the matter,
work with the parties together,”

said Mr Wilchcombe.
“Maybe he didn’t want the
minister to get caught up in the
confusion that’s going on now,

but I think that it would’ve been
the right thing to do and the right
message to send to Grand
Bahama right now because
Grand Bahama is hurting.”
Announcing the Cabinet shuffle on Monday, Mr Ingraham said
that he regrettably could not ful-

(GBPA).
Mr Ingraham had expressed his
desire to do so early in his term
last year.
Mr Wilchcombe,

who

“drum up business” for the island,
“bring both east and west
Freeport into the entire mix” and
within several years relieve
pressure on New Providence by
creating more economic opportunities on the island, said the

MP.
Mr Wilchcombe said: “Right
now what you’d find in Grand

directed to become a 50
per cent partner in
Royal Dutch Airlines
(KLM) hotel management company,

where

he was chairman.
In 1984, he created
_ Compagnie Financiere
du Benelux in Brussels,

a privately held group
managing assets of
more than $4 billion.
Felix Stubbs, general
manager IBM Bahamas
Ltd, has successfully led
the organisation
.
:
through numerous economic and competitive
challenges.
He began his career
there in June 1970 asa
trainee programmer
and held many technical
and sales positions
before assuming a management position.
' Mr Stubbs is presently the chairman of the
Junior Achievement
Bahamas, vice president
of the Bahamas
Employer’s Confederation, and vice chairman

of Safe Bahamas.
Mr Stubbs was the
founding chairman of
the Bahamas Duty Free
Promotion Board,
founding chairman of
the Bahamas Quality
Council, president of
the Scouting Association of the Bahamas
and numerous government boards and committees. He is also vice
president of Doctor’s
Hospital.

TROPICAL
EXTERMINATORS
FOR PEST PROBLEMS
PHONE: 322-2157

Your Antique Boutique
where Life is still simple

and people still care
2 doors east off Sears Road on

MURPHYVILLE
Telephone: 242-322-8493
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

in turn become a potential threat,

suggested Mr Wilchcombe.
“With Ingraham and with any
other leader they would be concerned about putting that in the
hands of an individual.”
Grand Bahama’s assets include
its proximity to the US, a great
deal of available land, its potential

Garraway speaking at the official
launch of the InService Training
for Grandfathers
of Caregivers of
Day-Care and PreSchool Centres

For all you Quilters & Crafters
we have oringinal vintage feedsack
-clean and pressed!
For your kitchen, we have original vintage
flour sack dish towels
If you are christening your precious little one,
come see our Victorian Christening Gowns
and other Outfits

Derek Smith/BIS

Board

which he’

Odessa Garden

0} a) fs eeenG

PERMANENT
SECRETARY in
the Ministry of
Education Elma

Holland, Iran, Oman,
and the Arabian Peninsula.

Hexalon,

he claimed.

STEP BACK IN TIME _
WITH.

no leadership.
there’s
—
a
Baham
served as a Grand Bahama MP
a is the gold mine
Baham
Grand
for over six years and will run to
Bahamas, it’s the future of
the
of
be the next deputy leader of the
country, but we haven’t put
this
PLP, said he “absolutely” sup- . the necessary effort into causing it
ports the plan to create a minto realise its fullest potential.”
istry: focusing on Grand Bahama.
Notwithstanding the benefits
He said that it was discussed
the appointment could bring for _
under the PLP and is now “long
the country’s second city, Mr
overdue.”
Wilchcombe said that any prime
A minister with the express
minister might be “hesitant” to
responsibility of handling Grand
Grand Bahama minister
a
create
Bahama affairs would be able to
because such a figure could
use his relationship with his Cabbecome “like a second prime
inet colleagues in New Proviminister.”
dence to “to facilitate swift action
The person would have a
on matters”; he or she could
“strong political base” and could

have several offices in

became chairman of the

worst state of depression ever,”

has

engineering firm in
1960. His firm grew to

Mr Christiansen, in
1973, founded and

opment and its proximity to ship-

fil his intention to create a Ministry for Grand Bahama Affairs
because of the ongoing “squabbling” over the future of the
Grand Bahama Port Authority

ed his own structural

became a member of
executive board of
Pakhoed Holding. In
this position, he had
special responsibility
for their real estate
division which was the
largest commercial real
estate firm in the
Netherlands.

With the island’s potential not
realised, “it is going through its

ping.lanes, he said.

the island.
Mr Christiansen start-

In the early 1970s, he

as an offshore banking centre, its
potential for agricultural devel-

GIFT ITEMS: Vintage Fashion Jewelry
.

Sterling Cocktails Forks, Sterling Ice Cream

Spoon Sets Vintage Cheese Dishes,
Sterling Cheese Knives —

.

Government bid to
enhance standard of
preschool education
@ By

LINDSAY THOMPSON.

THE Ministry of Education has officially launched the Grandfather
Programme of Caregivers in Day-Care and Preschool Centres — a
move to raise the standards of early childhood care in the country.
_ On behalf of the minister, Carl Bethel, Permanent Secretary Elma

Garraway announced the details of the programme during a ceremony
on Monday at the Anglican Church of the Epiphany on Prince
Charles Drive.
Effective immediately, the programme calls for candidates to
undergo a 40 credit-hour course, which ends in March 2009. Candidates must be 40 years or older and have worked with children for 10
years or more.
The ministry has accepted 105 candidates to be trained over the
oe
period of 40 days.
Forty-four of the candidates hail from New Providence, 54 from
Grand Bahama, five from North and Central Andros and one from
Long Island.

Programme
The senior education officer will finalise the registration of candidates and conduct orientation in Abaco, where 25 candidates are eli-

gible for the programme.
“My ministry realises that the establishment of early childhood standards is a necessary step toward high quality early childhood care and
education,” Mrs Garraway said. “Therefore, it is extremely important
that we design standards that are measurable and realistic for every,
day compliance in our society.”
The subcommittee for the preschool component of the 1994 National Task Force on Education recommended that there is a need to legislate preschool education.
The training of caregivers in the area of early childhood education
heads the list of criteria for the legislation.
As a result, in 1994 a concern to regulate day-care and preschool
centres was expressed, and in 1997 a committee to draft legislation for
day-care and preschool centres was established.
“Although legislation has been passed, there is still much work left
to be done towards the standards,” Mrs Garraway said.

She noted that the final draft of the standards is being read and critiqued, with the revised national standards to be presented ti parliament and aligned with regulations before the end of the 2008/09
school year.
In preparation for enforcement of the early childhood care national standards, the ministry says it is making available copies of the documents to the public and relevant stakeholders to discuss and submit
feedback.
“We do not intend to enforce regulations until we have ascertained that all proprietors have been given the opportunity to meet the
standards,” Mrs Garraway said.
As proclaimed in the 1994 National Task Force Report, “we
realise that there is a serious challenge toward quality preschool
education in the Bahamas in the area of professional training,” she
said.
Research indicates that 60 per cent of the three to five group of
preschoolers are provided childcare services by the private sector.
“My government is indeed grateful to and appreciative of the services rendered by the private sector in the care of very young children
and we are aware of the fact that managing your centres require a
great sense of responsibility, service and commitment,” Mrs Garraway
said.
The programme is supported by the Inter-American Development Bank.

NISSAN PICKUP
Mi Tough Body

oA Trouble-free”

WA Easy to Maintain

One look at its super-solid, workhorse body tells you that the Nissan
Pickup was built to last. Designed

for ease of maintenance

and long-

running, trouble-free operation, the Pickup is an unbeatable worker.
And it’s also an unbeatable companion when the job is done: with a
comfortable

cabin

and second-to-none

versatility,

it can handle

nearly

any leisure pursuit. For work or play, on the road or off the Nissan
Pickup is tough to beat.

PICKUP

SHIFT_the

Thompson Blvd. « Oakes Field

SANPIN MOTORS LIMITED | ¢. 242.326.6377f. 242.326.6315
e, sanpin@coralwave.com

future

ON THE SPOT FINANCING WITH
COMMONWEALTH BANK
INSURANCE AVAILABLE WITH
ADVANTAGE INSURANCE
SS LTD.
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HAS been almost
four years since former
Health Minister Dr. Marcus
Bethel directed the Hospital
and Healthcare Facilities
Board to investigate a complaint into the treatment of a
42-year-old man who died at
Doctors Hospital in 2002.

‘the response of the British

I:

Yet to date, there has been

no effort by this public board
to address the matter. In fact,
its chairman, Dr Kirk Culmer,

was quoted in a recent Tribune report as saying that the
board did not want to be
"bothered" with that kind of
investigation.
The complaint by lawyer
Leandra Esfakis alleges that
the failures within Doctors
Hospital to comply with the
legal requirements of the
Hospital and Health Care
Facilities Act resulted in the
death of her brother, Christo-

pher Esfakis, three days after
he admitted himself for the
treatment of first and second
degree burns from a household accident.

The Hospital and Healthcare Facilities Board was created by Parliament in 1998 to
license private hospitals and
clinics. One of its chief
responsibilities is to investigate complaints from the public, but it has no record of
ever doing so.

The complaint against
Doctors Hospital has been
ignored under three successive

ministers

of

health,

although the law provides for
the Board to select experts. to
probe a complaint, and then
tell the hospital what to do in
order to renew its license —
the object being to improve
the delivery of healthcare to
the public.
Earlier this year, a judicial
inquest into Mr Esfakis' death
delivered a verdict of. “death

by natural causes with a sub-

stantive and significant con-

this attitude ‘o

tribution of medical neglect.”
The principal doctor involved
in the case is applying for a
review by the Supreme Court
to quash the verdict. A date
for the review has been set
down for July.
Evidence given in Coroner’s Court was that Mr.
Esfakis had a more than 90
per cent chance of survival.
And during the inquest, medical staff involved in his care
did not dispute their failure
to implement standard treatment for a burns patient with
of inhalation
symptoms
injury. Nor did they dispute
that Esfakis was administered
’ an excessive amount of intra-

,

venous fluid.

According to the evidence,

Esfakis received 60 litres of
fluid over a period of 66
hours. He weighed about 130
lbs

on

admission,

but

his

weight at autopsy was 190 Ibs.
The attending forensic pathologist told the court that the
state of the patient's body.at
autopsy was consistent with

failure caused death."
The coroner went on to
say: "This was not a complicated medical case where
there were legitimate differences over optimal treatment
options each having its own
distinct dangers. Here there
was no debate or agonizing
over treatment options. It was
a basic and straightforward

issue...It is no exaggeration to
say that Christopher Esfakis's 90 per cent chance of sur-

vival was frittered away by
the cumulative errors of
neglect in his medical care."
ut the response of
medical regulatory
bodies — and of Doctors
Hospital itself — to Esfakis'
death has been nothing short
B

of astounding, at least to this

writer. And despite an assurance given by the new Minister of Health, Dr Hubert Minnis, at a public forum last year

that the complaint would be
investigated, “according to
legal process”, the Hospitals
drowning due to the adminBoard:has done nothing but
istration of excess fluid.
stonewall it.
"Neglect is part of the verI n correspondence over the
dict which I think needs to be
last four years, the Board
explained," said Coroner
claimed it did not have the
William Campbell last Februmeans to conduct an, investiary. "It is defined as gross
gation. And in remarks at a
failure to provide adequate
Rotary Club meeting last
nourishment or liquid or promonth Dr Culmer went so far
cure basic medical attention
as to say that the legal
or shelter or warmth for
requirement for official notisomeone who is in a dependent position, because of (in ~ fication of hospital deaths was
“antiquated and unnecesthis case illness), and who
sary". He claimed that regu‘cannot provide it for himlatory authorities do not need
self...On this definition, the
to know how many people die
opportunity for rendering
in a healthcare facility.
care was not taken, and this

Health Commission when it
recently noted a high rate of
deaths at a London hospital.
An inquest was quickly held
and special measures were
|
implemented at the hospi
until the death rate dropped.
This story is available online
at:

http://www.guardian.co.uk/s
ociety/2008/may/30/mother.di
~

the

In
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The Bahamas Telecommunications Company, Limited (BTC)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE
Invitation for Proposals
The Bahamas Telecommunications Company Limited {BTC} is soliciting proposals
from qualified parties to provide a “War.Gaming Proposal”.
or agency to analyze the operaBIC is seeking to secure the services of a consultant
fional and marketing performance and strategies of BTC with respect to its mobile
market segment. The agency or consultant is expected fo provide a proposal that
will introduce a “dummy” company by the name of Megacell into the marketplace
with the primtary purpose of penetrating BIC’s mobile customer base.

gesting that a Harold Shipman actually is practising
medicine here — the analogy
is used only to draw the point.
If the Hospitals Board refuses
to track

death

rates,

he

or to

probe legitimate complaints
backed by extensive evidence,

missed, to put it mildly.

Ne

only has the Hospitals Board never
investigated any complaint —

To

be willing

an inter-

that

it licenses?

And

why

or someone

similar,

is

practising here.

Shipman was the genial
British GP who murdered
over 200 of his patients before
being convicted in January
2000. His trial led to a twoyear inquiry into Britain's
healthcare regulatory syste
together with a full review of
relevant legislation. And
believe

it or not,

the

killing

spree was only discovered. by
a local coroner who became
concerned about the high
death rate among Shipman's
patients.

Esfakis, "All we are

asking is that they get their
professional lives in order.
There is no recompense to us
for the damage they did to
our personal lives. The distortions,

is not

evasions

and

mali-

cious allegations don't matter because nothing can cut
deeper than what has already
happened. And the plain fact
is — it could happen to anyone."
In an effort to inform the
public on healthcare laws and

or

practice in these regions.
"Certification by an independent, reputable, and
preferably offshore third party would provide the quality
signal desired by the Blue
Ribbon Commission (on
national health) and likely by
many Bahamians, while a lack
of local oversight over the
certification process would
ensure that harmful political
intervention would be constrained.”
It is a fundamental principal that every human being
has a right to life. Without
some external accreditation
which

able to

ccording to Leandra

A

independent quality certification organizations that also

process,

and

government going to do to
ensure that citizens are protected from harmful medical
practices?

In that report he discussed
regulatory options for medical facilities as follows:
"The certification of practitioners.and facilities should
be maintained by independent third parties, which
could be any of several licensing bodies in Canada, the
States, or Europe,

a.

public interest, what is our

on the government's proposed national health scheme.

United

need

their reputation and the survival of their patients to lend
support to an independent,
reputable third party certification programme for our
hospitals? Do these medical
professionals exist? _
And since the Hospitals
Board has insinuated that it
does not wish to protect the

est in Doctors Hospital, they
continue to claim that no conflict exists.
A few years ago, health
industry expert Nadeem
Esmail of the Vancouverbased Fraser Institute wrote a
paper for the Nassau institute

coroner ruled that a woman's
death from massive bleeding
after she gave birth by caesarean resulted from neglect
and failings in the maternity
unit. Her death was the tenth
at that. particular hospital's
maternity unit in three years,
and it led to a thorough investigation by the authorities.
The brick wall raised in
response to the Esfakis com-.
plaint begs the following
questions: Why is the Hospitals Board refusing to track
the death rate in the facilities

that, we

address any failings.
Where are those good doctors and administrators who
are concerned enough about

’ other words, it wants private
clinics to be totally deregulated.
If that happens, there will
be no accountability under
the law in the healthcare sector for fatalities or other misadventures. And surprisingly,
although Board members

this provision
revoked?”

achieve

must

isterial directives — it also
wants that power revoked. In

licenses? And
why does it want

Hospitals

handle complaints about med-.
ical failures in both private
and public facilities, and it

- do so, even in the face of min-

had,

the

real healthcare commission to

and now explicitly refuses to

or have

and

sued in the courts if need be.
What is at issue is for the living to be able to rely on
physicians who are committed to processes that enhance
their patients' survival rate.

then opportunities to improve
the delivery of Bahamian
healthcare will clearly be

have,

died,

Board refuses to investigate
the matter.
Revenge for a loved one's
death is decidedly not the
issue here. That can be pur-

the

case

“The brick wall
raised in response
to the Esfakis
complaint begs
the following
questions: Why is
the Hospitals
Board refusing
to track the
death rate in the
facilities that it

man,
WORLD

ment he received from medical staff at Doctors Hospital.
That treatment persisted until

is sug-

es.

does it want this provision
revoked? Without a record of
the death rate, and investigations of an unusual death rate,
it is impossible to determine
whether the Bahamian counterpart to a Dr. Harold Ship@ THE

Of course, no-one

related issues, Ms Esfakis has

launched an interest group
Patient
called Bahamas
Advocacy, which aims to provide a platform for citizens to ~
have

their voices heard,

and

become pro-active in defense
of their healthcare. Constructive input from medical professionals is welcome.
An online petition is also
at
posted
being
www.bahamaspatientadvoa-

cy.org <http://www.bahamaspatientadvoacy.org> to urge
the government to fulfil its
obligations in this regard.

inter-

fered with by local directors
protecting their colleagues
(and their own) interests, that

right to life — while in hospital care — is clearly at risk.
The Esfakis complaint is a +
case in point.. Christopher
Esfakis’ right to life was,
according to the inquest evidence, put at risk by the treat-

What do you think?
Send comments to
larry@tribunemedia.net

Or visit
www.bahamapundit.com

Megacell will develop a full marketing and product roll out strategy to be implemented in a virtual environment. It should include the following:
* Launch plans and related collateral and activities
¢ Budgetary provisions for all marketing activities

* Marketing collateral geared to specific and ongoing promotions, specials, and
other differentiators

* Pricing of goods and services, including seasonal pricings
¢ Strategy for corporate sponsorship and corporate civic citizenship
¢ Wholesale and Retail Distribution strategy, including third party licensed retailers
and/or handset subsidies and pricings as may be applicable.
« Customer care strategies, including specific strategies for customer acquisition

Insurance

and retention

Available

* Strategies(both formal and informal} for managing and influencing the regulatory
environment and for competitor and market intelligence gathering

| Interested parties may obtain further information, including eligibility to participate
as of May 26, 2008 from the BIC Marketing Department, Bay Street, Nassau, Baha‘ies
Special ofjthe Week

Any queries should be directed to Eldri Ferguson, eferguson@btcbahamas.com ,
242-302-7540. .

| Please respond to this RFP by no later than July 8, 2008 addressed to:

Bie. Kirk Griffin
Executive Vice President

The Bahamas Telecommunications Company Limited
HP, ©. Box N-3048
@ John F. Kennedy Drive
| Nassau, Bahamas

| Proposals will be opened 12 Noon, July 11, 2008, BTC Marketing Office, Bay Street.
BIC reserves the right to reject any r* all proposals,
”
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COB to host
lectures on
Independence
AS ITS contribution to the
country’s official 35th Independence celebrations, the
School of Social Sciences at
the College of the Bahamas
is staging a series of two lectures as part of its Distinguished Lecture Series.
The first, held last night,
was on the theme, “35 years
later: independence and the
Bahamian psyche” and featured such eminent speakers
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with break@ By DENISE MAYCOCK
Tribune Freeport
Reporter

dmaycock@ribunemedia.net

FREEPORT - An 18year-old man was charged in
the Freeport Magistrate’s
Court in connection with last
week’s break-in and rape of
South
at
women
two
Bahamia.

as Dr Olivia Saunders, associ-

ate professor in the School of
Business at the College of the
Bahamas; Michael Stevenson,

associate professor and head
of department at the University of the West Indies LLB
programme; Lindsay Braynen,
COBUS senator at the College of the Bahamas; and Dr
Michael Neville, noted local
psychiatrist.

Dale Scottie Pierre, a resident of 16B Pinetree Close,

Seahorse Village, appeared
on Monday before Acting

Dale Scottie Pierre

Deputy Chief Magistrate
Helen Jones in Court Two.
Pierre was charged with
rape and breaking and entering a house on June 25 with

Pierre is accused of engaging in sexual intercourse with
two women without their
consent; robbing the women
of a number of personal and

Magistrate
Jones
adjourned the matter to
August 18 and remanded
Pierre to Her Majesty’s

intent to steal.

household items; and resist-

also
magistrate
The
ordered that he be examined
by a doctor before being taken to prison after he complained of being beaten by
police.
The police say they are still
searching for a second man
in connection with the matter, and that their investiga.
tion continues.

He was also charged with
dishonestly receiving a
Motorola cellular phone, a
Nokia cellular phone, a silver Zenith remote control, a

disc cleaner, $160 in cash,
and causing unlawful damPlasma
to, a 32"
age

flat screen
$4,000.

TV

valued

ing arrest by a police officer
who was attempting to carry
out his duties.
The accused was not represented by a lawyer and was’
not required to enter pleas
to the indictable charges.
However, he pleaded not
guilty to the summary
offences.

Prison, Fox Hill, Nassau.

Jessica Minnis, associate
professor at the School of

Social Sciences at the college,
will moderate the evening.
The lecture will start at 8pm
at Choices Restaurant in
the Bahamas Tourism Training Centre, Thompson Boulevard
The second lecture, on the
theme “2008 and beyond:
empowerment for sustainable
national development” is on
Wednesday, July 2 and will
feature Terry Miller, director

public

of

relations

for

Society;
Civil
Bahamas.
Anthony Ferguson, deputy
chairman of the Bahamas
Financial Services Board; Dr

college, will moderate the
evening.
The lecture will be screened
live from ZNS TV studios
from 9pm.

duddge temporarily
blocks new
Cuban travel law
@ MIAMI
A FEDERAL judge temporarily blocked a new
Florida law that imposed a
stiff bond and other restrictions on companies booking trips to Cuba, according
to Associated Press.
Attorneys for the companies argued Tuesday in
Miami court that the measure is unconstitutional and
could put them out of business.
The law would force
agencies to put up a

Ginn sur Mer donates
$6,000 to junkanoo group

atrick Hanna/BIS

Dr Pandora Johnson, vice
president of outreach at the

ABOVE AND BELOW: The Ginn sur Mer-sponsored West End
Conquerors debuted new junkanoo costumes designed by West End
native Ken Culmer.

FREEPORT- Ginn sur Mer donated $6,000 to the West End Con-

querors junkanoo group.
covg
According to a spokesperson, the donation will help the group
er the cost of creating first-class costumes for performances at special
occasions and holidays.
The West End Conquerors group was formed in 2001 and performs regularly at Old Bahama Bay.
The group debuted some of its new costumes at the recent Ginn sur
Mer Homeowners’ Weekend held at Old Bahama Bay.
Their performance was themed “Underwater at Ginn sur Mer —
Old Bahama Bay” and depicted the natural marine wonders of West
End and the glamour of Sur Mer.
Jerreth Rolle, group spokesperson and treasurer, said ‘hes are
extremely excited and grateful for Ginn sur Mer’s sponsorship.
“This sponsorship demonstrates their commitment to the community.
With Ginn’s continued support, we hope to demonstrate the real fervor and vibrancy of what junkanoo is all about for visitors and residents

Pp

‘James Moultrie, assistant professor in the School of Education at the college; and
Calvin Knowles, managing
director of the Bahamas
Development Bank.

THE BRITISH High Commissioner Jeremy oreewell yesterday paid a courtesy call on Minister of National Security Tommy Turnquest atthe Churchill Building.

SmartChoice

alike.

Ginn sur Mer i is a 2,000-acre resort community in Grand Bahama’s
West End.

The $4.9 billion project will contain more than 4,400 condominium
and hotel units and nearly 2,000 single-family residential home sites.

Smart people know a good | deal site ney see one and right
nowis Me smartest time to a ine a new Ford.
—

$250,000 state bond if they
book tours to Cuba. Other

2008

travel agencies would only

pay $25,000:
Republican State
Representative David
Rivera sponsored the mea-

FORD EDGE
837,800°

sure.
He ‘hopes it will cut down
on travel fraud, provide
greater homeland security
and deny resources to the
Cuban government.
The next hearingis
.
scheduled for July 11.

GG

et up, stand up,
stand up for your

rights.”

837; 300°

These words of Bob Marley,

musician, poet, philosopher,
were addressed to the disadvantaged and oppressed.
These words gave guidance
and hope to suffering peoples

Sok V6
Automatic,

all over the world.
This column would like to
borrow some of these words

and paraphrase them. This column would also like to address
them to the advantaged of The
Bahamas.
I hope it is not considered
presumptuous or arrogant when

I say get up, stand up for your
country.

The sentiment that comes
across to me from reports in the
media is that the slowdown of

the economy is to be blamed
on the world economic situation. That may be so.
However,

does

that mean

that we must lie down and wait
for events outside of our control
to improve our circumstances?
God help us if it does. I don’t
believe God will help us,
because we all know that
God helps those who help
themselves.

s

fully

==

Loaded,
with
leather
interior

There are many Bahamians

and Bahamian companies with
substantial
liquidity
and
resources. ~
There are also many Bahamian institutions, such as pension
funds and insurance companies
that have substantial resources.
A great deal of these
resources are invested in debt
instruments and other relatively liquid products.
This is no longer in the
national interest.
The

time

is now

for those.

who control these resources to

embark on an aggressive investment programme in businesses
and hard assets that will reap
great returns when the economy

once again picks up, as it will.
Not doing so is tantamount to

saying that we will never return
to the growth rates of the past.
We all know that no one really
believes that to be the case.
These investments will also earn
a better return for those who
have their resources in a devaluing US dollar or in a sinking, or
should

I say stinking, overseas

stock market.
Let us therefore not sit back
and wait for foreign investors
to save us, So again with apologies to Bob Marley, I say get
up. stand up, stand up for your
country.

During the Ford Model Year Clearance you can experience the best
deals of the year. Don’t miss the truly amazing opportunity to get
behind the wheel of the most stylish vehicles on the road.
Available at

«zz» FRIENDLY MOTORS CO. LTD
THOMPSON BOULEVARD ¢ TEL.: 356-7100 * FAX: 328-6094 9
EMAIL: friendlymotors@hotmail.com * WEBSITE: friendlymotorsbahamas.com

smartchoice
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Ex-gang youth worker shot = "SOM pase one

FROM page one
Hill and Robinson Roads in
Nassau.
Mr Beckford had three
gunshot wounds and spent a
week recovering in Princess
Margaret Hospital. He is now
walking with crutches and
believes he is lucky to be alive.
the incident

However,

has

not angered him, Instead it has
reinstated his faith in God and
his mission as he forgives the
man who attacked him.
He said: "I have no hatred,

no animosity, I really feel sorry for him. Sometimes we go
thinking when we harm somebody we are harming them,
but you are really harming
yourself."
Mr Beckford was affiliated
with the Syndicates gang in
Street,

East

Nassau,

from

:
about the age of 14.
When he moved to Yellow

Elder

at

16,

he

became

involved in that area's gang
and gained respect and power
by selling guns and threatening
violence. By age 19 he was
leading the crew.
It was only after he was
arrested for murder that Mr
_ Beckford repented his crimes
and found a faith which for
him, worked miracles.

In the prison cell his prayers
were answered when the gun
used for the murder in question was found to belong to
another man and he was
released.
He was so grateful for his
freedom -he vowed not to go
back to his old ways and
worked his way out of the

criminal gang.
When he had turned his life
around, Mr Beckford and his
wife, Maggie, 35, parents of
four, established

The

Joshua

and Esther (J&E) Foundation
to empower

make

young

people

to

the right choices for

themselves.
Mr Beckford said: "You
think growing up in a gang
that violence and anger solve
problems, but you are just creating more.
"When you beat someone
up, you have to watch your
back because there will be others coming after you. It's a
cycle.
"T have never seen anyone
come out of a gang. All my
friends are either dead or in

jail or on the run. There was a
whole neighbourhood of us
and I can count on one hand
the number of guys who are
trying to have a better life."
Determined to change the
opportunities for youths in the
Bahamas, the Foundation runs

a summer camp for young
people across the islands.
The popularity of the programme has continued to
grow, and one summer the
couple saw around 250 of the
most disruptive boys in school
turn away from anger and violence to embrace a more harmonious way of living.
Mrs

Beckford,

who

knew

"You have to teach children right from wrong, morals,
respect and punishment.

"Even though we were a
part of negative things when
we were young we had a foundation that could pull us back

mance,” said Mr Christie in a news release. “The fact

that the prime minister has chosen to take significant
new responsibilities unto himself in the office of
the prime minister and the ministry of finance cannot inspire public confidence in the ability of these
ministers to carry out their remaining duties effectively.”
Prime Minister Ingraham announced on Monday
night that both the national insurance and lands
and local government portfolios will now come

:

:
:
}

out of it."

Foundation

:

encourages young people to
stick to their morals, nurture
their talents and be independent enough to make their

:
:
:
:

The

J&E

under his control.

National Insurance will function out of the ministry of finance where Mr Ingraham said he expects
“to give concentrated attention to the expeditious
development and implementation of the National
Prescription Drug Programme and the development
of a Catastrophic Health Insurance Programme to be
administered through the apparatus of the Nation-

own choices.

Mr Beckford said that in a
sense, he is grateful for the
shooting because; "It allowed

:
:

me to show the youths that

:

hatred anger and violence is
not going to solve the prob-

:
;

al Insurance Board.”

The prime minister has also appointed Byran
Woodside as State Minister of Lands and Local
Government, to assist with the running of this min-

lem," he said.

"It is only going to cause
you another problem. I turn

istry, which will operate out of the Office of the

Prime Minister.

}

In taking on these new roles, Mr Ingraham

the other cheek.

"It is not my life he's going
to ruin, it's his own, and it's

}

something that he's got to

}

FROM page one

answer to himself."

Mr and Mrs Beckford plan
to hold a summer camp in

:
:

Nassau next year when, after
Mr Beckford has completed

}
:

his studies, they will be look-

}

ing for support and sponsor-

}

On Monday, Prime Minister
Hubert Ingraham announced a
Cabinet shuffle that included
the appointment of two new
ministers — Mr VanderpoolWallace as Tourism Minister
and lawyer Michael Barnett as
Attorney General and Minister
of Legal Affairs.
Both ministers must first be

ship.

Mr Beckford won a scholarship from the USA Ministries Churches to study fora
BA degree in Bible Literature
to assist him with his outreach

:
:
:
:
:

appointed to the Senate before’

they can assume their posts.
“We look forward to working closely with Mr Vanderpool-Wallace. We’ve enjoyed a
very close working relationship
over. the years as an industry

work.

gang members when she lived
in Kemp Road as a

schoolgirl,

said: "Parenting and providing are different things.

For more information
about J&E log on to: www.jan-

Christie on Cabinet shuffle

}
}

defoundation.com.

stripped Ken Russell of National Insurance. However, Mr

Russell was not the only one who

was

either stripped or arguably demoted.
The most surprising move of the shuffle was that
of Earl Deveaux to the new environment ministry
and away from public works.
Public works, responsible for government infrastructure projects, is seen as one of the major cabinet jobs, whereas the environment portfolio at this
stage is undefined. Nonetheless, the ministry will
have two ministers — Phenton Neymour is the junior
environment minister.
Mr Christie, who said that the opposition will
await more details of the new cabinet portfolios
before further commenting on the issue, expressed
hope yesterday that these moves will bring the good
governance the FNM has promised.
“While we are hopeful that the much vaunted
-good governance will finally be delivered to the
Bahamian people, all of this does not bode well for
any future improvement in the government’s performance, having regard to the fact that nearly all
elected members of Parliament are already part of
the cabinet,” he said.

The Bahamas Hotel
- Association backs the
new Tourism
and the public and private sectors are facing formidable challenges in these times and we
pledge our full support to working in partnership with the minister and his team at the Ministry of Tourism to help ensure
our competitiveness.
“We’re in a period of great
uncertainty right now and we’ve
been working hard over recent
months, the public and private
sectors, on some marketing ini-

tiatives and we need to continue
in that vein.
“Having someone with Vincent’s background, his understanding of the industry and his
global exposure to the competition should prove immeasurable and very beneficial to our
joint efforts going forward,”
said Mr Comito.
Senior vice-president of
external affairs at BahaMar
Robert ‘Sandy’ Sands told The
Tribune that Mr Wallace’s
appointment was an “excellent
choice” as he is a “visionary
tourism leader.”
“He has worked diligently in

Minister

the public and private sector.
We are proud and very happy
for him and we will encourage
him and support him.”
A Sandals Resort public relations officer also expressed pleasure over Mr Wallace’s new

position.
“We feel very excited. He
has a wealth of knowledge in
both the Bahamas and the
Caribbean. We know he will do
an exceptional job. It’s a positive thing and we welcome him
in the industry.”
Mr Vanderpool- Wallace
served as director-general of
tourism in the Ministry of
Tourism for 12 years.
Most recently he served as secretary-general
of the
Caribbean Tourism Organisa-

tion (CTO).
He has also served as chairman of the management committee of the Bahamas Tourism
Training

Centre,

director

of

both the Central Bank of the
Bahamas and chairman of the
Hotel Corporation of the
Bahamas.

Man sought in Harl Taylor case
FROM page one
publicly identified as a person of interest in the murder of the prominent handbag designer.

The Bahamas Telecommunications Company

Limited (BTC) is pleased to invite

qualified Companies to apply for the below tenders.

McNeil is considered armed and dangerous, and was last known to

be living in the Kennedy sub-division.

Four days after the release of the photo, Mr Hanna said that there
are no new leads in the case.

ON

*

*

AM

°

e

PB wh

e

e

—

When asked if police are concerned that McNeil may have fled the
country, Mr Hanna said that “all possibilities are on the table right

TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

AIRCONDITIONING SERVICES
JOINT BOX, MANHOLE CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES
|
ELECTRICAL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CAFETERIA SERVICES
BUILDING & CIVIL WORKS
SECURITY SERVICES
EQUIPMENT & VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SERVICES
PLUMBING MAINTENANCE SERVICES

The deadline for submission of these tenders is July 9th, 2008 at 5:00pm. Tenders
should be sealed and marked according to their titles and should be delivered to
the attention of the
Mr. |. Kirk Griffin, Executive Vice President, The Bahamas Telecommunications

Company Ltd, P.O. Box N-3048, Nassau, Bahamas by the above date and time.
Interested Companies may collect a tender package from the Security's Desk

located at the Administrative building on John F. Kennedy Drive, between the
hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through

_
].
| 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8

Friday.

son
Companies submitting bids are invited to attend the bid o aa
July 11th 2008 the below times at BTC’s Conference Room, erpall Tract.

TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER
TENDER

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

AIRCONDITIONING SERVICES: 9:00am
JOINT BOX, MANHOLE CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES: 10:00am
ELECTRICAL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE: 11:00pm
CAFETERIA SERVICES: 12:00pm
BUILDING & CIVIL WORKS: 1:00pm
SECURITY SERVICES: 2:00pm
EQUIPMENT & VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SERVICES: 3:00pm
PLUMBING MAINTENANCE SERVICES: 4:00pm

BTC reserves the right to reject any or all tenders.

www.btcbahamas.com | CALL BTC 225-5282

now.”

“There are some people who call from time to time who want to
assist the police, but we don’t have anything meaningful to share with

the public at this time,” he said.

Mr Hanna said police are therefore still encouraging members of
: the public with any information regarding the whereabouts of McNeil
to come forward and assist in the investigation.
He added that the same call goes out to the public in the Marvin
Wilson investigation.
Last week, police released composite sketches of two persons
wanted in connection with the murder of Mr Wilson, a Jamaican

national and former waiter at popular downtown restaurant.
One of the sketches depicts a man with a shaved eyebrow and earrings in both ears.
He is estimated to be around 5ft 8in tall, weighing around 130Ibs to °
140lbs, and between 19 and 20 years old.
The second sketch shows a man of “medium brown complexion”,
aged between 18 and 25, around 140lbs to 150lbs and of medium build.

After the sketches were released, police were flooded with calls
from people who believed they may know two suspects.
However, Mr Hanna said that, as with the Harl Taylor case, there

have been no significant new developments in the investigation.

Sex tape may include
Bahamian children
FROM page one
School engaged in sex acts with
at least two other boys.
From the content of the
video, the young woman does
not appear to be fully consenting to the acts.
Though

the uniform

of the

girl is similar to that worn at
GHS,

it is unclear if the uni-

form of the boys, whose faces
are hidden from camera while
other body parts are exposed, is
from a Bahamian school.
Last May officers from the
Central Detective Unit released
the conclusion of an investigation into similar videos circulating on the Internet. They
concluded then that the students were not Bahamian.
Since the high-tech crime unit
at CDU was established in 2006,

police have seen more incidents
each year of this nature reported to police. By the end of 2006,
there were five matters reported, in 2007, there were 17 and
from January, 2008, to that time
in May, there were already 18
reported cases.
The bulk of these reported
cases, however, do not involve

minors. Asst Supt Paul Rolle
said at the time that most of
their cases involve adult part-

ners who take explicit photographs of each other.
“The relationship goes sour
and one of them, usually the
male, decides

to get even.

He

publishes the images on private
sites in an effort to try and
embarrass the woman,” he
explained.
There are also other cases
where a person’s face is superimposed on to another naked
person’s body.
The

Tribune

forwarded

the

video to the CDU high-tech
crime unit yesterday as was
requested by police.
Recent amendments to the
Sexual Offences and Domestic
Violence Act introduced for
debate in the House of Assembly by the government would
create stiff penalties for those
found producing or distributing
child pornography.
The provisions state that any
person who produces, whether

for the purpose of publication
or not, any child porn, is guilty
of an offence and liable to a
prison term of up to life in jail.
Any person who receives or
disseminates child porn, possesses child porn or intentionally involves a person under 18
years in pornography is subject
to imprisonment for 20 years.
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Lucayan Medical Centre

In brief
Oil passes

is opened in Freeport

$143 on
Middle East
tensions
‘OIL PRICES passed $143
a barrel Tuesday amid concerns about a potential conflict between Iran and Israel
and a weakening dollar,

FREEPORT

ter of Health Dr Hubert Minnis said.

shock,” comparing the era

to the 1970s oil embargo
and the period following the
Iranian Revolution.
However, Tanaka said

this crisis differs because
Western nations have
already become much more
efficent and oil.is becoming
more difficult to produce.
Echoing Tanaka, U.S.
Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson said Tuesday in
Berlin that there were no
“obvious short-term solutions” to skyrocketing oil
prices.

opening that the new facility at the

Lucayan Medical. Centre allows the operators to provide a wide array of diagnostic
screening and rehabilitative services, which
is a most welcomed addition to health care
services in Grand Bahama.
He added that the Ministry of Health
continues its upgrades of services and
equipment at the two major health centres, Princess Margaret Hospital in New

Light, sweet crude for

August delivery rose $1.95
to $141.95 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile
Exchange. Prices hit

FREEPORT — Health atid Social Development Dr Hubert Minnis participated in the official
opening of the Lucayan Medical and Rehabilitation Centre last week. (I-r)Chantal Bethel;
Dr Marcus Bethel (owner); Dr Minnis; Minister of Housing and National Insurance Ken-

neth Russell and Ivan Deveaux.

Providence and the Rand Memorial Hospital in Grand Bahama, as well as at health

care centres throughout the country.
Dr Minnis said that when speaking of
diagnostic screening, one is immediately
reminded of the chronic non-communica-

ble diseases and lifestyle related diseases
that are so prevalent in the Bahamas.
“In this regard, screening services are
pivotal to effecting early treatment of diagnosed diseases and saving lives.

“To this end, my ministry through its
healthy lifestyle programme continues to
promote early detection by the use of diagnostic technology, along with the adoption
of healthy practices to prevent the onset of
these diseases,” he said.
Dr Minnis also advised that “the proposal to construct a new primary health
care facility in Freeport remains a priority
of the government and when constructed
will also play an important ‘role in pro-

in the domi-

and a reduction

nance of lifestyle related diseases, the role
of diagnostic technologies in combating
these diseases at’ present cannot be overstated.
“Likewise, the role of rehabilitation programmes, particularly as they relate to minimising the risk of permanent disability, is
vital to the enhancement of patient outcomes.
“Tt can therefore be stated that this new
diagnostic and rehabilitation centre. along
with its companion facility, the Lucayan
Medical Centre East, will undoubtedly con-

tribute to the strengthening of the provision
of private health care services to Grand
Bahama

and the Northern

Bahamas,”

soared to a record $143.67 a
barrel. It later fell back to

close at $140.00 on reports
of weakening USS. oil
demand and end-of-thequarter profit-taking by
traders.
Meanwhile, retail gasoline, which has been track-

ing oil higher, reached a
new national average of

FIFTY-FOUR Bahamas
Maritime Cadets Corps students have attained their
Standards of Training and
Watchkeeping certification.
. It is the minimum domestic
requirement of the International Maritime Organisation
for a career at sea.
Of the 244 students who
graduated from the BMCC
programme since its inception five years ago, 210 are
STCW qualified.
“It is clear from these

$4.087 a gallon, according to
a survey of stations by
the Oil Price Infor-

mation Service and Wright
Express.
In London, Brent crude,

futures rose $2.17 to $142
on the ICE Futures
exchange.
“You have supply-side
concerns, such as the
rhetoric on Iran, that will

likely keep a floor under
prices,” said Victor Shum,

an analyst with Purvin &

‘numbers

Gertz in Singapore. “I don’t
which could happen in the
coming weeks.”
“There is no doubt that in
both of our countries and
throughout the world, we’re

:

Cadets

from

right,” said Mr Fair. “We

sons, including 12 professional staff mem-

bers.
Dr Minnis took the opportunity to thank
Dr Bethel for his ongoing commitment to
the provision of quality and holistic health
care on the island of Grand Bahama.
-He said it is good when the government
and private sector strive toward the goal of
further enhancing the health of the
Bahamian people.

so

frequently hear of the prob-

lems with our youth without
giving sufficient credit to the
majority who are doing their
best to succeed.”

Abaco,

Andros and Grand Bahama
are represented for the first

HYUNDAI

time.

Drive your way”

rfect For

There are 212 cadets currently in the BMCC programme together with 26
cadets in universities in the
United States.
Mr Fair paid tribute to
Campbell Shipping, Dockendale Shipping and the
Clipper Group, who are the
main donors of scholarships
for those attending universi-

that this has been

an enormously

see much resistance to $150,

be placed on a worldwide
basis for the required seagoing experience.
Additionally, 25 of the
cadets will be attending a
one-week leadership conference at the State University
of New York.

successful

programme,” said Bahamas
Maritime Authority: board
chairman Jan Fair during a
graduation ceremony on July
25.
Twenty-one of the cadets
will attend Holland College,
Prince Edward Island, Canada, for initial international
certification.

Whatever.
Whenever.
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compact
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“It is clear that the
Bahamas Maritime Cadet
Corps programme is a fine
example of how to get things

Thereafter, each cadet will
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On Monday, the contract

LL

he

said.
The Lucayan Medical Centre is headed
by Dr Marcus Bethel, a former Minister of
Health, and employs approximately 36 per-

Maritime cadets
receive certification

$143.33 earlier in the day.

_ Michael Glos.

Bahamas,

- Simon Lewis/BIS-

The minister’s comments came at the
official opening of the Lucayan Medical
Diagnostic and Rehabilitation Centre last .
week.
Dr Minnis was the featured speaker at
the opening that marked another chapter in
the history of the Lucayan Medical Centre,
which was established on Grand Bahama in
1968 and continues to deliver high quality
health services to residents of Grand
Bahama and the northern Bahamas.
The construction of the new state-ofthe-art Diagnostic and Rehabilitation wing
at the Lucayan Medical Centre allows the
facility to provide Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) scans, Computerised Axial Tomography (CAT) scans, standard and
fluoroscopic x-rays, mammography, bone
densitometry, ultrasonography, electrocardiography, physiotherapy, and, occupational therapy services.
Dr Minnis told persons attending the

crude supplies would
remain tight despite record
prices and reduced demand
from industrialized countries also helped support
‘°
rices.
EIA chief Nobuo Tanaka
said the world was experiencing “the third oil price

feeling the burden of high
oi! prices and high food
prices...” Paulson said in
Berlin after a meeting with
German Economy Minister

- The proposal to con-

struct a new primary health care facility
in Freeport, Grand Bahama, remains a priority of the Bahamas Government Minister
of Health and Social Development, Minis-

according to Associated
Press.
Also Tuesday, a report
from the International
Energy Agency saying

AAA,

moting the message of wellness.”
“It will also be instrumental in providing
diagnosis and treatment, thereby reducing
the patient load for publicly funded primary health care at the Rand Me mortal
Hospital,” he said.
Dr Minnis said that with the need for
immediate positive changes in the morbidity and mortality profile of the

@ By SIMON LEWIS

#1 AUTO DEALER IN THE BAHAMAS
EAST SHIRLEY STREET * 322-3775 ° 325-3079
Visit our showroom at Quality Auto Sales (Freeport) Lid for similar deals, Queens Hwy, 352-6122

or Abaco Motor Mall, Don MacKay Blyd, 367-2916
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Knowles reflects :
on first round =—
doubles loss

Knowles selects Mullings
Team will play together

at Wimbledon

for the first time at the
2008 Olympic games

' @ By BRENT STUBBS
Senior Sports Reporter
bstubbs@tribunemedia.net

:
:

@ By BRENT STUBBS
Senior Sports Reporter
bstubbs@tribunemedia.net

FOR the first time in
the near two decades
that Mark Knowles has
played at Wimbledon,
he’s never exited in the
first round of doubles.

WHILE Mark Knowles will be returning for
another appearance in the Olympic ‘Games,
Devin Mullings will be making his debut in
August in Beijing, China.
Knowles, returning to Dallas yesterday from
England where he and Indian Mahesh Bhu-

But last week, Knowles

and Mahesh Bhupathi of
India were ousted in
their opener at the
famous event in England.
The number four seeded team suffered a tough
5-7, 2-6, 7-6 (4) loss to
the team of Phillipp Petzschner of Germany and
Alexander Peya of Austria.
That was followed by
another defeat by
Knowles and China’s Zi

pathi were first round casualties, confirmed that
he and Mullings will team up to represent the
Bahamas in the men’s doubles at the Olympics.
“I wasn’t given many choices because, being
top ranked, I could use any player with ATP
points,” pointed out Knowles, who will be teaming up with Mullings for the first time in doubles.
“Marvin Rolle didn’t have any ATP points.
So it was just between Timothy (Neilly) and
Devin (Mullings) with guys with ATP points. At

:
}

the end of the day, I think Devin deserved it the

most. So I decided to select him.”
At the Olympics, the Bahamas will be one of
32 countries participating in the elimination
draw.

Yan, the No.7 seeds, in

“T don’t really

the mixed doubles second round by American

Scott Lipsky and Casey
Dellacqua of Australia in
set scores of 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.
“Tt was an extremely
difficult trip obviously.
Once again we had a
really tough draw. We
knew those guys were
dangerous going in,”
Knowles reflected. “I
guess it was really tough
not playing in any grass
tournaments going in.
“But I played very
well. I don’t think ©
Mahesh played that
great. It’s just one of
those things. We’re not
winning many matches.
Recently, we’ve had a lot

have any expectations. We will

:
:
}

see if we can win
of the day,

our first round,”

he However,
projected. 37-|

think
Devin
*
,

noted that he and
Mullings won’t
get to play prior
to going to Bei-

I

deserved it

year-old Knowles _

”

the most.

Mark Knowles
8
o
jing.
“One tournament won’t matter,” Knowles proclaimed.
Ask 23-year-old Mullings and he will agree.
He’s just elated that he was the one selected to
travel to Beijing.
“It feels good. It’s a good honour. I’m really
happy that Mark chose me to play with him,”
said Mullings from Florida where he’s training.

;
:

“I know that Mark had a lot of prospects that
could have gone.
“But I’m going to work my hardest, not just
for my country and my family, but also for those
guys that could have gone, but he selected me
over them. I’m just grateful that I’m the one
chosen and I will get to play with him.”
Mullings, who just recently completed his eligibility at Ohio State, said Knowles informed
him a week ago that he was selected to travel.
“T was really happy. I was really surprised,
thrilled. I think it’s going to be a good experi-

of outside factors, a lot

of variables. Sometimes
you need a little bit of
luck, getting past the
first round.”
Knowles, however, said
he and Mahesh never got
over the first hump and
‘so it was a difficult trip
for them.
“T’ve played Wimbledon about 17 times and
I’ve never lost first
round,

“At the end

just go there and

i
:
:

ence for me,” he stated.

The fact that they haven’t played together
Mark

so unfortunately,

SEE page 12

a

it wasn’t what we were
looking forward to,”
Knowles pointed out.
“But on the brighter
side, I just had my sec-

RODNEY GREENE,
Adrain Griffith,
Dominic
Demeritte,Senoir
Manager Scotiabank
Micheal A
Munnings,Road to
Beijing sweep stakes
winner Mitchell
Cartwrigth,Shasa
Rolle,Mananging
Director Barry Malcolm and Derrick

ond son, so I wouldn’t

take anything back. I
played my best. It just
didn’t work out for us.”
Despite the fact that
his wife, Dawn, gave
birth to their second son,

Brody, just prior to his
departure for the tournament, Knowles

said he

arrived in England in
time to get ready for the
event.

Atkins at Scotiebank

where the athletes
received debit cards.

3

“T trained hard in DallasongrassandwhenI
got over there, I playeda

:
:

pretty good match. It
was a pretty close
match,” he said. “But

unfortunately, it was a
pretty tough draw.
“T knew going in, it
was a tough team, one
that we had to play hard
against. But the most of
the time, the best cir-

Tim Clarke/Tribune staff

cumstances is that you:

.

[Mitchell

veudteeis eorcvowr

way into the tournament.”
Back home with his
family in Dallas,

Knowles said he will take

a good look at the sched-

i
:

:

ule before he decides on
where and when he will
play again.
“I will probably play a
couple matches in the
United States or in
Toronto,

Canada,”

insisted. “Mahesh is getting ready to play with
Leander, his partner for
the Olympics, this summer.
“Sothere arealotof
variables working against
us, but I think we will
work our way out of it.”

Johnson wins

lm By RENALDO DORSETT
. Sports Reporter
rdorsett@tribunemedia.net
WITH just over a month remaining
before the 2008 Olympic Games officially begin in Beijing, China, the BAAAs’
leading corporate sponsor ended their
most popular ad campaign while simultaneously continuing their financial support
of team Bahamas.
Following their title sponsorship of the
BAAAs Nationals/Olympic Trials over

he

the weekend,

;

}
i

7

Scotiabank revealed the

winner of their “Bound for Beijing” campaign, Mitchell Johnson, who will receive
a myriad of prizes which includes the trip
to Beijing, and tickets to five sporting
events at the Olympic Games.

L

| a |

Scotiahank's ‘Bound for Beijing’

Scotiabank also launched their Visa
Debit card by offering each of the ath-

after watching their spirited performances

letes in attendance, prepaid cards for the

nine-year-old daughter ‘What you saw is
the example of excellence that can be
achieved in this country through our
young people’.”
In addition to the overall sponsorship of

trip to Beijing with funds already credited
to the accounts.
Barry Malcolm, Managing Director for
Scotiabank, lauded the BAAAs for their

ability to host a successful event and compile a team of determined young talent.
“TI commend

Ho

the BAAAs,

their team

and all that they are doing for the incred-

ible work that they are doing with our
athletes,” he said. “They have done an
outstanding job that the best in this country in terms of our talent can be showcased to the world.”
Malcolm added that the efforts of the
athletes should be viewed as an example
of the success that can be achieved
through determination.
“T commend alJl of the athletes, and

this weekend, on the way home I told my

- the meet, Scotiabank offered $1000 cash

prize to any athlete who achieved the “A”
standard at the trials.
Leevan Sands was the lone recipient of
the $1000 incentive, reaching the “A”
standard in the triple jump.
Mike Sands, BAAAs President, said
the BAAAs succeeds because of the efficient working relationship between the
athletes and administration.
“It is such an exciting time for the
BAAAs,

for track and field and for our

athletes,” he said. “I am just excited and
delighted to be leading an organisation

i

campaign

i

that is filled with such outstanding young
people and to have a team that will work
with us to make these things happen.”
Sands said the efforts of Scotiabank
should be viewed as a prime example of
corporate citizenship and he looks forward to fostering a continued partnership
with the organisation.
“When corporate organisations like
Scotiabank come to the forefront, a lot
of times it just makes the load lighter and
we at the BAAAs are very grateful for
Scotiabank taking the responsibility and
coming to support our program that
allowed us to put on the type of event
that we hosted last weekend,” he said.
“On behalf of the BAAAs executives,
athletes and council members, | would
like to say thank you to Scotiabank to
coming to our aid and I look forward to a
very long fruitful relationship with them.”
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COACH Mark
Hanna giving
young ball players
more knowlege
of the game of
basketball.

$.Korea to
propose joint
Olympic
march with
N.Korea
@ OLYMPICS
SEOUL, South Korea
Associated Press Writer

SOUTH KOREA plans to
propose to North Korea that
the nations march together
at the opening and closing
ceremonies of the Beijing
Olympics.
Athletes from the two
Koreas
have
marched
together in the same uniform
under the blue and white

Kevin Johnson Summer Basketball

“unification flag” at several

major international sports
events,

including

the 2000

Camp kicks off its eleventh season

and 2004 Olympics, and have
used the traditional song
“Arirang” in place of individual anthems in a show of
reconciliation. ©
But the prospect of a joint
march at next month’s Beijing Games has dimmed.
Reconciliation talks have

@ By RENALDO DORSETT
Sports Reporter
rdorsett@tribunemedia.net

been suspended since South
Korea’s conservative new
president, Lee Myung-bak,
assumed office in February
with a harder-line stance
toward Pyongyang.
“We think it would be
good if the two sides march
together,” a South Korean
government official said
Tuesday on condition of
anonymity, citing the issue’s
sensitivity. “We plan to contact the North’s Olympic

A LOCAL coaching icon is continuing to spread his message of basket-

ball development with another suc‘cessful edition of his summer basketball
camp.
The 11th annual Kevin Johnson
Summer Basketball Camp began this
week at the CI Gibson Gymnasium
and will continue until July 18th, with
dozens of youngsters on hand to
receive tutelage from the legendary
Rattlers Head Coach.
Johnson said although the camp is
in its early phase he has seen the poten-

committee ... to convey our
intention.”
The official did not offer
specifics, such as when the
South plans to contact the
North.

tial in many of the campers which
should only improve as they continue
their course in basketball fundamentals.
“This is just the second day of the
camp but I have seen a lot of promise

Mark Knowles
selects Devin
Mullings

in these
youngsters and we will look
to continue to improve,” he said. “We

just want to continue teaching the kids
the fundamentals of the game and
ensure they continue learning the game
and hopefully they can use it whenever they play the game of basketball be
it at their school or otherwise.”.
Along with Mark Hanna, one of the
leading scorers for the NPBA champion-Commonwealth Bank Giants, several of Johnson’s former Rattler players, including Gijo Bain and Jeffrey
Henfield are on hand, assisting Johnson for the duration of the camp.
Johnson said his former players
returning to impart knowledge on a

FROM page 11
before doesn’t matter to
Mullings. He said they will
gel when it counts in Beijing
because they compliment
each other’s game.
“T think we will be okay. I
think we will pull together

and play together,” he projected. “He and I both return
serves very well. Mark is a
great net player. He’s proba:
- bly one of the three top net
players in the world right =
now.
“So I think he will make
my serve that much better.
So I think we can break anybody out there, based on our
return of serve because I have
a pretty good return of serve
and he’s going to make my
service game better with him
at the net and I’m a pretty
good net player as well.”
'
Once they get to Beijing,
Mullings said they intend to
get in at least a week’s practice together, which should
help them to get their game .
together.
In the meantime, Mullings
said he will continue to get
fit as he normally does for the
Davis Cup.
While Kno-wles is listed at
number five in doubles in the
world, Mullings is pegged at
939 in doubles.

younger generation will continue the
cycle of rich basketball heritage in the
Bahamas.
“It’s very important for them to
come back and teach the kids a lot of
what I have taught them,” he said.
“That is what it is all about carrying
on the tradition of teaching the younger
players everything they have learned
and hopefully they will do the same
thing when they get older and that is
how the game of basketball will continue to grow.”
The camp moves into its busiest session next week with several collegiate
coaches making the trip to the
Bahamas to work with the group.
Participating coaches include Dan
Anderson-Northeast Junior College,
Lisa Deano-Cleveland State, Randy
Nesbitt and Russell Williams.
Johnson said the collegiate coaches
will give the campers first-hand knowl-

FORMER Kevin
Johnson star
players Gijo Bain
and Jeffrey Henfield are back
home from
school and assisting with the

development of
the youngsters in
the 11th Annual
Kevin Johnson
basketball camp.

edge of what it takes to play the game
at the highest possible level.
“The coaches from the US will be
here to continue to teach them the

game of basketball, but at another level,” he said. “This will help them

to

learn what it takes for them to play
and succeed at the college level and
should help to prepare them for that.
' The highlight of the camp is expected to be the July 8th seminar conducted by the NBA’s Director of Player
Personnel.
The seminar, which begins at 4pm,
and is open: to all interested. persons
as Carr will advise the spectators on
expectations for the collegiate sporting process and the road to the NBA.

The Bahamas Chamber of Commerce and Tommy Hilfiger

host the fourth Annual Independence Golf Tournament
TOURNAMENT
Chairman and
First Vice President of the
Chamber Khaalis
Rolle informed
members of the
press of there
teaming up with
Tommy Hilfiger
to host the 4th
annual Independence Golf Tournament july 12th
at the Cable
Beach Golf
Course.

@ By RENALDO DORSETT
Sports Reporter
rdorsett@tribunemedia.net

Tim Clarke/Tribune staff

save $$$ with motor cover |
SAVE WHEN YOU

PAY YOUR PREMIUM AND WHEN YOU CLAIM WITH SECURITY &
GENERAL. MOST OF YOUR NCD REMAINS INTACT FOLLOWING A CLAIM,
SAVING $$$ WHEN YOU RENEW YOUR COVER.

call 326-7100 for an agent

THE LIST of sporting events
scheduled for the independence
weekend continues to grow as
one of the country’s most
notable non-profit organisations
will partner with a worldwide
leader in fashion for a day of
golfing exhibition.
The Bahamas Chamber of
Commerce, in conjunction with
Tommy Hilfiger will host the 4th
Annual Independence Golf
Tournament, Saturday, July 12th
at the Cable Beach Golf Course.
The tournament’s format will
consist two man scrabble teams
vying for bragging rights in the
golfing and business communities.
With its extensive list of sponsors which also includes, Kerzner, John Bull, Bank of the
Bahamas, Diamonds International BTC, Bahamas Ferries,

One and Only Ocean Club, Nassau Ready Mix the tournament
is heralded amongst its competitors for offering a myriad
of prizes.
Last year’s tournament, won
by the team of Rodwell Knowles
and Vandrea Munnings, offered

prizes to a majority of the par-

ticipating golfers with even the
17th place finishers receiving
awards.
Khaalis Rolle, First Vice Pres-

SCURRY
& GENERAL
Security & General Insurance Co. Ltd.
Atlantic House, 2nd Terrace & Collins Avenue, Nassau, PO. Box N-3540

Tel. 326 7100

A member of Colonial Group International; Insurance, Health, Pensions, Life

ident of the Chamber of Commerce said the Independence
tournament is one of the most
highly touted events on the
Chamber’s calendar and Tommy Hilfiger’s sponsorship is an
indication of leadership as a corporate citizen.

“The Independence Golf
Tournament is one of the Chamber’s premier events and on
behalf of the Chamber,

I wish

to extend a special thank you to
Tommy Hilfiger and our special
sponsors. The very fact that they
have teamed up with the Chamber demonstrates their overall
commitment to positively
impacting the-business community,” he said. “Not only does it

speak to their good sportsmanship, but it also proves that they
are good corporate citizens.”
Rolle, who also serves as
Tournament Chairman, said this

year’s tournament should meet
and exceed the standards set by
its previous editions.
“All of the tournaments in the

Each of the participants will
be outfitted with T-shirts, caps,

and bags, by the tournament’s
title sponsor.
Etienne Christen, Operations

Manager for Tommy Hilfiger,
said the company sees the partnership with the Chamber as an
opportunity to aid in the social
and educational assistance they
provide
throughout
the
Bahamas.
“Tommy Hilfiger is very
enthusiastic to be working with
the Bahamas Chamber of Commerce in holding this tournament. The Chamber does a
tremendous amount of work
throughout the Bahamas in promoting the concerns and issues
that face Bahamian businesses,”

he said. “We are also aware of
past have been great tournathe Chamber’s involvement in
ments, but I think that this year
providing scholarships and other
we are going to go beyond what
meaningful activities to memwe did last year and previous
bers of the community and so
years,” he said. “There is going
we regard this as a win-win sitato be a lot of fun and great prizes
and surprises. We anticipate a - ation for us to partner with the
full slate of golfers. Last year we
Chamber.”
were at full capacity as well as
Christen said his organisation
the year before, and I can say
was constantly seeking avenues
without any hesitation, that this
to give back to the Bahamian
community.
year will not be any different.”
“We wanted to find an
Rolle said the tournament
serves as a recreational means
avenue in which we can supfor its members to network and
port the community and say
fellowship through sport.
thank you to the Bahamian
“The Chamber is one of those
people for supporting us over
entities that should have been
the years,” he said. “We also
participating in a golf tournarecently sponsored the Rotary
ment for some time now,” he
Club’s Golf tournament which
said, “The Rotary Club has one
are
we
and
month
last
was
and there are a number of nonget
to
events
for
looking
always
profit organizations that have
involved with within the
tournaments and most of our
Bahamian public.”
members are golfers so it’s only
The tournament is open to
fitting that we organise the tourall interested amateur golfers
nament to allow our members
with an entrance fee of $125
to get together, network and fellowship.”
per player.
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Tuesday
At The All England Lawn
Tennis & Croquet Club
Wimbledon, England

PURSE: $23.35 million
(Grand Slam)
SURFACE: Grass-Outdoor

DOUBLES
Men
Quarterfinals
Lukas Dlouhy, Czech
Republic, and Leander
Paes (9), India, def.
Jonathan Erlich and Andy
Ram (3), Israel, 6-3, 6-3,
6-3.
Daniel Nestor, Canada,
and Nenad Zimonijic (2),
Serbia, def. Kevin Anderson, South Africa, and
Robert Lindstedt, Sweden,
7-6 (5), 6-4, 6-7 (5), 6-3.

MIXED
Second Round
Paul Hanley, Australia, and
Cara Black (4), Zimbabwe,
def. Yves Allegro, Switzerland, and Agnes Szavay,
Hungary, 6-4, 6-4.
FILL
Round Robin
Senior Gentlemen
Group B
Peter Fleming, United
States, and Guillermo
Vilas, Argentina, def. Kevin
Curren, United States, and
John Fitzgerald (2), Australia, 3-6, 5-5, retired.

Alastair Grant/AP Photo

SINGLES
Women
Quarterfinals
Venus Williams (7), United
States, def. Tamarine
Tanasugarn, Thailand, 6-4,
6-3.
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VENUS WILLIAMS of the US., returns to Thailand’s
day, July 1, 2008.
‘

Venus reaches semifinals
Defeats Tanasugarn in

straight sets to advance
Venus Williams said. “I have to

@ TENNIS

Ladies
- Group’A
Jana Novotna, Czech
Republic, and Kathy Rinaldi, United States, def. Liz
Smylie, Australia, and

England

WIMBLEDON,

Associated Press
DEFENDING champion
Venus Williams moved a step

closer to her fifth’ Wirtlbledon

Nathalie Tauziat, France,. ...
6-4, 6-1.

singles title Tuesday, beating
in
Tanasugarn
Tamarine
Straight sets to reach the semifinals and close in on another

Group B
Martina Navratilova, United States, and Helena
Sukova, Czech Republic,
def. Gretchen Magers,
United States, and Conchita Martinez, Spain, 6-4, 63.

championship
potential
matchup with sister Serena.
Williams downed the 31-yearold Tanasugarn 6-4, 6-3 on
Court 1 to extend her career
record over the Thai player to
7-0. The seventh-seeded Amer-

ican, who hasn’t dropped a set

JUNIOR SINGLES
Boys
Second Round
Henrique Cunha (6), Brazil,
def. Milos Raonic, Canada,
6-4, 6-4.
Ty Trombetta, United

all tournament,

was

limping

slightly at the end of the match
with a hamstring problem.
“It feels a little bit tight,” she

said. “I’ll be fine. I’m a big girl.
I can deal with it.”
Williams will next face No. 5

States, def. Mark Verryth,

Elena Dementieva, who wasted

Australia, 7-6 (1), 6-3.

a 5-1 lead and two match points
in the second set before beating
fellow Russian Nadia Petrova

Henri Kontinen, Finland,

def. Chase Buchanan (14),
United States, 6-4, 6-2.
Marcus Willis (15), Britain,
def. Hiroyasu Ehara,

6-1, 6-7 (6), 6-3 to reach her first
Wimbledon semifinal.
Two-time champion Serena
Williams,

Japan, 6-4, 6-2.

seeded

No.

6, was

scheduled on Centre Court lat-

Philipp Lang, Austria, def.
Alexei Grigorov (11), Russia, 6-3, 6-4.
Bernard Tomic (1), Australia, def. Christopher
Rungkat, Indonesia, 2-6, 61, 6-4.
Grigor Dimitrov (9), Bulgaria, def. Niall Angus,
Britain, 7-6 (3), 6-4.

er against 19-year-old Agnieszka Radwanska of Poland. The
other matchups No. 18 Nicole
Vaidisova vs. China’s Zheng Jie.
The Williams sisters are in

opposite halves of the draw and
could meet in Saturday’s final.

The two have been twice before
in the Wimbledon
ses

Girls
Second Round
Kristina Mladenovic,
France, def. Sandra
Zaniewska, Poland, 7-6
(3), 6-2.
Tamaryn Hendler, Belgium,

THAILAND’S Tamarine Tanasugarn bites her racquet, during her Women’s Singles quarterfinal against Venus
Williams of the US., on the Number One Court at Wimbledon, Tuesday, July 1, 2008.

final, with

Serena winning both in 2002.
and ’03
“That would be amazing if
we both

were

in the final,”

take it one more step and keep
playing power tennis.”
The 60th-ranked Tanasugarn,
playing in her first Grand Slam
quarterfinal, pushed Williams
as hard as she could but didn’t
have enough.to..cope with her

. 09>
powergame.
Williams served eight aces
and had one serve at 127 mph,
while Tanasugarn had no aces
and had an average first-serve
speed of just 90 mph.
Tanasugarn fashioned 10
break points, but converted
only once. The key game was

. the sixth of the first set, when

Williams saved six break points
— mostly on Tanasugarn errors
— and finished with a 126 mph

service winner to hold for 4-2.
Dementieva managed to prevail in an error-strewn match
on Centre Court in which both
players struggled with nerves.
Dementieva, runner-up at the

French Open and U.S. Open in
2004, seemed in total command

after, winning five straight
games to take the first set and
going up 5-1 in the second. But,
in keeping with her reputation,
she got tight and let her opponent back in the match.
It was reminiscent of the
French Open quarterfinals,
where Dementieva was up a set
and 5-2 against Dinara Safin but
blew a match point and lost in

three sets.

“T was tight,” she said. “I was
so close to finishing in two sets.
I don’t know what happened.
Maybe I was thinking about the
French Open quarterfinals. I
was trying to stay positive and
aggressive but it was so hard.”

def. Nastassya Burnett,
Italy, 6-0, 6-4.
Zsofia Susanyi, Hungary,
def. Aki Yamasoto, Japan,
6-4, 7-6 (4).
Isabella Holland, Australia,
def. Marta Sirotkina, Russia, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3.
Romana Tabakova, Slovakia, def. Elena Chernyakova (14), Russia, 6-1, 6-1.
Nikola Hofmanova (12),
Austria, def. Martina Trevisan, Italy, 6-2, 6-2.
Laura Robson, Britain, def.
Melanie Oudin (1), United
States, 6-1, 6-3.

ela a
For the stories
behind the news,

read Insight
on Mondays

Tues-

@ TENNIS
WIMBLEDON,

Engiand

Associated Press Writer

ROGER
FEDERER
already has dispatched the last
player to win’ Wimbledon
before he started his five-year
winning run. Next up is the
last player to beat him here.
Federer has cruised into the
quarterfinals without dropping a

set, beating 2002 cham-

pion Lleyton Hewitt in the
fourth round Monday 7-6 (7),
6-2, 6-4 for his 63rd consecutive win on grass and 38th ina
row at the All England Club.
“I’m just happy the way I’m
playing,” he said. “No real
problems so far.”
Federer’s next opponent on
Wednesday will be Mario
Ancic,

who

came from

two

sets down to overcome Fernando Verdasco in a five-set
marathon,

3-6, 4-6,

6-3, 6-4,

13-11.
Federer lost to the 6-foot-5

Croatian in straight sets in the
first round of Wimbledon in
2002.
But that was before Federer
became the dominant force
who has won 12 Grand Slam
titles and is now bidding to
become only the second player in history to win six straight
Wimbledon championships.
“He was not Roger Federer

the opposite. I got
surprised. I was a
shocked and didn’t
happened to me.”
“What it taught

completely
little shellknow what
me,” Fed-

erer said, “was not to under-

estimate
matter

any opponent,
where

they’re

no

from,

what technique they have,
what ranking they have.”
Since then, Federer has won

“I

all five of his matches against

can sit here and talk stories
about how I beat Roger Federer, but actually it wasn’t
Roger Federer as we know
him today.
“It was the up-and-coming
top-10 player who was at the
moment struggling in Grand
Slams. Today he’s a completely different player.”
Federer remembers it well.
“I completely underestimated him back in 2002 when

Ancic and dropped just one

at that time,”

I played

Ancic

him,”

he

said.

said.

“I

thought, ‘Ill play a little bit
of serve and volley.’ I expected him to stay back and it was

set. He won 6-4, 6-4, 6-4 in the

2006 Wimbledon quarterfinals
and beat Ancic 6-3, 6-4, 6-2 in

the third round at this year’s
French Open.
Ancic, who has reached the
quarters here for the third
time, is thrilled to be back
after missing last year’s tournament with a virus that kept
him out of action
six months.

for nearly

means so
“Wimbledon
he said.
to me,”
much
“Straightaway for me, I feel
like a winner.”

Roger Federer
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Age: 26..

Birthday: August 30th.
Height: 5-feet, 9-inches.

Weight: 165-pounds.
High School: St Andrew's School. Arawak pride!

College: Auburn University. War Eagle!
Major: Elementary Education.
Sports events: Swimming — 200 Butterfly, 200 Individual Medley,
and 100 Butterfly.
Personal best performances: 200 Butterfly: 1:58.25. 200 Individual Medley: 2:02.76. 100
.
Butterfly: 54.03.

Coach: Andy Knowles and David Marsh.

a

Favourite colour: Blue.

:

;

Favourite food: Anything with conch!
Favourite song: He's Alive Again, especially when brother Eddie
sings it at Grace Community Church.
Favourite movie: Chariots of Fire.

:

Hobbies: Anything on the water.
Interest: Having fun.

Idol: The Apostle Paul.
Parents: Andy and Nancy Knowles.
Sibling: Dallas, April and Elliott.

Status: Married to Heather Hulgan on June 2005.

2

Te

’'m lovin’ it..

;
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Freeport post- -paid tax
collection in ‘disarray’

website could
be Bahamas
‘Amazon.com’
B By CARA BRENNENBETHEL
Tribune Business
Reporter
BlueConch.com,

the newly-

launched online Bahamian
shopping website, could become
this nation’s equivalent of amazon.com, its developers told Tribune Business yesterday.
Dr Sasi Padmanaban, director of information technology

@ By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business Editor

The collection and remittance to
Customs of taxes on ‘post-paid’ overthe-counter bonded goods sales in
Freeport has been thrown into “disarray” by the changes to tariff rates
and headings in the Government’s
Budget reforms, a former Grand
Bahama Chamber of Commerce pres-

(IT) at Mode Technologies, the

developers behind the new website, said it will change the way
retailers conduct business i in the
Bahamas.
“This is the first time that this
Dr Padmanaban said. “What it
does is allow people to access
Bahamian vendors 24 ‘hours a

targets through 6.1% profit fall

day, seven days a week, to order

the products that they want.
Then we will, at no charge

benefit

to vendors,

she

claims ‘are not accurate’

* But company makes 45% improvement in power outage times
@ By NEIL HARTNELL

eral stores at once, which should

give them more competitive
options.
“This is a huge convenience
Dr

Padmanaban

said.

She explained that persons
who wanted .to have their items
sooner

can take

the

option of overnight service at
an.additional cost, as could persons shipping from outside the
Bahamas.
She added that the service.
could be extremely beneficial
to‘visitors who want to purchase
larger items, such as artwork,

and have.it shipped home, as
well as persons who wished to
send gifts to loved ones in the Bahamas from abroad.
Dr Padmanaban stressed that
the website uses the same principles of encryption as Amazon,
which made it perfectly safe to
give credit card information
over the Internet.
\She said Mode Technologies
had hired the best experts to
ensure site security, adding that

SEE page 3B

|

in operating

lion write-down on the value of

the 12 months to December 31,

a failed gas turbine generator.
That accounting treatment
negated increases in both revenue and operating income at
dent said, as net income fell by
Grand Bahama Power Compa$228,000 or 6.1 per cent to
$3.516 million, something that . ny, during a year in which it and
-was blamed on a one-time $1 . other Caribbean-based. power
generation assets were sold by
million generator write-off.
US-based Mirant to a subsidiary
Writing in the 2007 annual
of the Japanese-headquartered
report for ICD Utilities, the
Marubeni Corporation.
BISX-listed investment vehicle
Despite Mr Ferrell saying
that holds the publicly-traded
2007 had featured “moderate
50 per cent stake in Grand

2006.
Most of the more than $4 million increase in operating
expenses resulted from the rise

operating income increasing by

Power, E. O. Ferrell

growth”, Grand Bahama Power

42.9 per cent to $6.869 million,

‘said that “from an earnings perspective, Grand Bahama Power
Company did not achieve the
goals we established at the
beginning of the year”.
He attributed the fall in net

Company’s total operating revenues increased year-over-year

compared to $4.808 million in
2006. Yet this was wiped out by
the generator writedown.

Bahama

for people, especially with the
free delivery within the

cent increase

profit, to a one-time $1.019 mil-

Grand Bahama Power Company “failed to achieve” its
financial performance targets
in 2007, the company’s presi-

added.
Dr Padmanaban said the vendors will be paid for the items
sold on the site via cheque at
the end of every week.
Customers will have the benefit of being able to access sev-

income, compared to the pre' vious year’s $3.744 million net

expenses to $87.207 million,
compared to $82.812 million in

Tribune Business Editor

start their own businesses,” she

arrive

South Ocean EIA rejection

* One-time $1m writedown on failed gas turbine drops electric
firm’s earnings, despite 43% net operating income rise
* ‘Moderate growth’ in sales, as total megawatt hour sales rise by
only 1 per cent

explained, was that they were
able to reach a significantly
broader customer base without
having to increase their staff
numbers or physical store space.
Dr Padmanaban said the system will enable vendors to track
their goods as they are sold, so
they are aware of which are the
most popular sellers.
“T am sure that this will
encourage more Bahamians to

Bahamas,”

SEE page 3B

items to them

anywhere in the country within
five to seven days.”
Dr Padmanaban added that
the website will also expose
Bahamian products to ‘the
entire
world.
The

toms’ behalf,” Mr Lowe asked yesterday. “If it’s not Gazzetted, how am I
supposed to know?
“Under the terms of the.bond and
duty-paid sales of bonded materials,
how can we continue to be expected to
collect taxes - under the Excise Tax
or the Tariff Act - if we do not know

changes needed to first be Gazzetted in
ident told Tribune Business yesterday.
the national newspapers before they
Christopher Lowe, who is also opercould become law, Mr Lowe said he
ations manager at Kelly’s (Freeport);
and fellow Grand Bahama Port
said that both his company and all other wholesalers/retailers (estimated to
Authority (GBPA) licensees now did:
not know whether the tax rates they
be more than 20) that sold bonded
goods had not received any informawere levying on ‘post paid’ over-thecounter bonded goods sales were the
tion from the Government on the new
correct ones.
tax rates and headings due to take
“How am I supposed to know what
effect from yesterday.
Arguing that, in theory, any such - J am supposed to be collecting on Cus-

Grand Bahama Power ‘misses’

is being done in the Bahamas,”

deliver those

* Customs unable to reconcile new tariff headings with
taxes yet to be collected and remitted for May-June

* Ex-Chamber chief says Port licensees
do not know what tax rates to levy

HlBRN eel aS
‘hidden

SS Cig

‘by 7.4 per cent to $94.076 million, compared

in

costs,

with

Grand

Bahama Power Company’s fuel
urchases increasing from
31.066 million in 2006 to

$35.536 million in 2007 - a rise
of more than $4 million or 14.4
per cent.

All told: this resulted iinet

to $87.62 mil-

lion in 2006.
This outweighed

fuel

SEE page 7B

IBXOlO(sTmes 1CHIA
@ By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business

Editor

The developer behind the $867 million redevelopment of the
South Ocean Golf & Beach Resort has described as “ridiculous” claims that the project’s Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) had been “rejected” by a government agency,
although he and his team were working to address “a lot of
comments” they had received on it.
Roger Stein, head of New York-based RHS Ventures and
the New South Ocean Development Company’s managing

SEE page 7B

a 5.3 per

How do you attract and retain
‘best of class‘ employees?

@ By CARA BRENNENBETHEL
Tribune Business -

Reporter
Bahamasair is receiving a
‘hidden subsidy’ in the 20082009 Budget

reforms,

as the

national flag carrier has been
“granted full exemption” from
all Tariff and Excise taxes on
its aircraft parts ane accessories.
The revelation was made in *

a presentation given last week
-by Bahamas Customs to customs brokers and wholesalers,

and given that Bahamasair
spent $17.507 million on main‘tenance, materials and repairs
in its 2007 financial year, it

seems likély that the airline is
getting a further seven-figure
break in addition to the $28

million subsidy it is getting in
the 2008-2009 Budget.
That is unlikely to please
the private airline companies
that compete

with Bahama-

sair, as they are getting no
such break.
Meanwhile,

Bahamasair

yesterday announced it will
follow the lead of other airlines in increasing its service
fees, in an attempt to remain
as profitable as possible in the
wake of skyrocketing fuel
costs.

Sponsored by
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Drive a Honda Fit and get up to
40 miles per gallon
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Call the Royal Fidelity pension experts today!

Bahamasair said that effective July 9, it will charge its
passengers $20 to check-in a
second bag weighing less than

SEE page 4B
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EPA compliance costs
are ‘not astronomical’
* Minister denies compromising Bahamas-US trade links through EU
deal, arguing latter has set favourable baseline for negotiating
replacements for all one-way trade agreements

on services for WTO accession,
* Says Bahamas would have to negotiate
and did not go further than trade regulator wanted in EU talks
@ By NEIL HARTNELL
Tribune Business

.

Editor

The costs the Bahamas will
incur to comply with its European trade obligations are “not
a huge number” compared to
the Government’s overall size,

the minister responsible said,
adding that not signing the Eco-

Zhivargo ei
will negotiate arrangements

state for finance, also told Tri-

Bahamas had endangered. the

have seen Mr Moree’s com-

bune Business that signing the
trade agreement with the European Union (EU) would not
compromise and undermine the
Bahamas’ existing trading relationship with the US under the
Caribbean Basin Initiative
(CBJ), as all such one-way pref-

relationship with its main trading partner, the US, by going
further in the EPA than what
was required to satisfy the
World Trade Organisation’s

ments, adding that he did not
with them as well.
know to what extent the leading
“We now have much more
attorney had informed himself
information and a basis of
on the work being done by both
expertise with which to negotiate with them, having gone
the Government and the
through the EPA talks.”
Bahamas Trade Commission
when it came to made talks in
The baseline framework that
general.
the EPA would establish for the
While he would be “delighted
Bahamas, when it came to
to sit and discuss” the issues
negotiations with the US on a
raised by the EPA'with Mr
CBI replacement, included a
Moree, Mr Laing said he want“25-year period to liberalise on
ed to educate Bahamian busithe goods side”.
nesses and people on the EU .
Only 47 per cent of existing
deal, and not get engaged in a
tariff lines included EU imports,
“dysfunctional exercise” of
Mr Laing said, with 40 per cent
“back and forth” with the senior
of EU imports coming into the
partner at McKinney, Bancroft
Bahamas duty-free and the
& Hughes.
remaining 13 per cent excluded from tariff liberalisation.
When it came to arguments
completely.
that the Government may have
compromised the Bahamas’
Such an agreement would
trading relationship with the
make it easier to negotiate a
similar deal with the US, and
US, Mr Laing said negotiating
give the Bahamas 25 years to
the EPA had given this nation a
liberalise its Tariff and Excise
‘baseline’ framework for talks
Tax regime - something that will
on a CBI replacement beyond
which it did not have to go..
be critical for government revUnder the ‘Most Favoured
enues and this nation’s tax
Nation’ component of trade
structure, given that-more than
agreements, whatever benefits
80 per cent of its imports come
the Bahamas gives to the EU it
from the US.
must also grant to the US, but it
“For those who argue to me
does not have to go beyond this
that I am now compromising
position.
my trading relationship with the
If it did, it would be obliged
US, if I have negotiated a set
to grant the EU the same trade
of arrangements with the EU
preferences as the US.
that allow me that extra time_Mr Laing said: “There’s no
frame for liberalisation, I now
question that the CBI and
have that point of departure for
CARIBCAN (the Bahamas
others,” Mr Laing told Tribune
and CARIFORUM’s trade
Business.
agreement with Canada) and
The minister declined to
those will go the way of the
reveal how much complying
Cotonou Agreement, and we
with its EPA obligations, espé-

erence

regimes

were

set to

become history.

nomic Partnership Agreement

Responding to Brian Moree,

(EPA) would cost the Bahamian economy and specific industries more.
Zhivargo Laing, minister of

senior partner at the McKinney, Bancroft & Hughes law
firm, who last week told a Nas-

sau Institute seminar that the

- 14800 SQ FT, 22’
Floor to ceiling modern, complete

(WTO) concerns, Mr Laing said
the trade terms sought by the
EU were likely to be the most
flexible.
While Mr Moree had argued
that the Bahamas - and by
extension,

CARIFORUM

-

only needed to agree a ‘goods
only’ EPA to ease the WTO’s
concern on discriminatory, oneway trade preference regimes,
Mr Laing said this nation would
have to engagein talks on services during the accession
process to full WTO membership.
“If we are negotiating access
to the WTO, we have to do so
on goods and services,” Mr
Laing said. “To suggest we have
gone further than what was
required would be to ignore the
WTO

accession process, which

would require us to negotiate
on the services side and be

with admin. offices secure, fenced in with all

much more stricter than the
EPA, whose terms are easier
because of the flexibility built
in by the Europeans.”
While “it could be true” that

utilities ample parking in front additional space at rear,
.perfect for storage including containers, on cleared
leveled land to rear boundary.

‘goods’ were the main sector on
which agreement had to, be
reached with the Europeans, in

Ideal for Contractor

order to satisfy WTO

require-

ments, Mr Laing said the talks

on replacing the Cotonou.
Agreement with an EPA called
for talks on all aspects of trade.
The minister said he was
“somewhat disappointed” to

Tel: 461-6104
Serious Inquiries Only

member

of the QNB

would cost the Bahamas, even
though the Government did
have its own estimates.
“T think we have an idea from
the Government side as to what
it is going to cost. It’s not an
astronomical number; it’s not a

huge number in comparison to
the size of government operations,” Mr Laing said.
While complying with its
EPA obligations would cost the
Bahamas, Mr Laing questioned

whether the costs of not signing on - particularly the loss of
preferential market access to
the EU for this nation’s fish- .
eries and exports and Polymers
International - would be greater
by “shutting these markets
down and the livelihoods associated with them”.
“The question is: can we preserve their access and business
without harming ourselves? I
think we’ve answered that question quite nicely,” Mr Laing
said.
Given that the EU had
agreed to eliminate the one-way
preference regime that was the
Cotonou Agreement, Mr Laing
said the question that had faced
the Bahamas was whether it
wanted to continue a 25-year
trade relationship with a continent that “held great potential”
for tourism, financial services, .

investment and capital inflow,
especially given the euro’s
strength against the dollar.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

Group

FREEPORT CONTAINER PORT LIMITED

The Ansbacher Group, specialists in private banking, fiduciary
services and wealth Management has an opening in The Bahamas for
the position of

Is seeking to employ an

ASSISTANT ENGINEERING MANAGER

TRUST MANAGER

The incumbent must possess the following minimum requirements:

To profitably and effectively administer and manage client relationships
and portfolios of Trusts, Companies, Estates, Family Offices and other

Masters degree in Mechanical Engineering including a minimum of five (5) years experience performing
the following:

related financial structures to achieve the client’s requirements and
objectives while safeguarding the related
reputation of the company within the ea

cially the creation of new institutions, regulators and laws,

assets and professional
legal, financial and other

parameters.

The successful candidate must have the following qualifications and
experience:

»
Planning, organizing, leading and monitoring the effective implementation of preventive
~ maintenance for heavy equipment and support engineering services within a heavy duty mobile
equipment. industry, materials management and facilities maintenance - (container port industry
will be a plus).
Manage a compliment of 100 - 150 engineers and technicians in a productivity oriented

10+ years trust: experience with sound knowledge of fiduciary products

environment,

and services-

Coordinate and implement programs for training and development in the engineering field.

Relevant degree level education in business, law or accounting

Execute pre-planned preventative and corrective maintenance programs in the Engineering
Department in accordance with the organizations strategy and objectives.

STEP designation or equivalent professional qualification
Computer proficiency in relevant software programs
Excel, PowerPoint)

(Windows,

Word,

Exceptional sales, advisory and inter-personal skills
Fluent in Spanish and proficient working knowledge of Portuguese

Please send all resumes to the attention of:
Human Resource Manager
Ansbacher (Bahamas) Limited
P. O. Box N-7768
Nassau, Bahamas
Fax: 325-0524
E-mail:

hrmanager@ansbacher.bs

_ Deadline for. all applications by hand, fax or e-mail is
Wednesday July 9", 2008

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS include but are not limited to the following:
Assist and support the Engineering Manager in the monitoring, managing, and enhancement of
mechanical, electrical and electronic services for terminal operations. Provide assistance to the
Engineering Services Department in the development and control of business and budget planning and
implementation of strategies of key management objectives. Produce standardized engineering
operating procedures and work instructions to all supervisory and line staff.
Communicate and set performance standards and behaviours in accordance with the department's goals
and objectives while imposing ethical obligations to act for the benefit of the company and its’ clients.
Develop support systems, through own experiences and research in supporting engineering functions
while sharing and collaborating with the terminal operations manager for provision of services to the
operations.
Ensure and direct all health and safety at work requirements and company policies related thereto.

Interested qualified candidates are asked to email Resumes to ads@fcp.com.bs to the Freeport
Container Port Limited; Attention: Human Resources Director or mail to P.O. Box F-42465, Freeport,
Grand Bahama on or before July 18, 2008.
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Occupancies ‘not

where Baha Mar

what the rates are?
“We will have to see what sort of grace
period we are given, due to the Government
and Customs’ inability to appraise the public.”
Freeport, through the Hawksbill Creek
Agreement and with the support of numerous Supreme Court rulings against Bahamas

@ By CARA BRENNENBETHEL
Tribune Business
Reporter

Customs,

tent, and we are trying to grow

week,. Jermaine Wright

the sales manager at the British
Colonial Hilton,

told Tribune

Business the resort was seeing

its. booking window decrease to
around one week.
’ He said that while business
travel guests were likely not to
reduce in number because of
the necessity of their trips, it
was pele that the Bahamas

all other

comes to tax
and retailers
meaning that
been paid on

toms in Freeport, he added, told him they
only had one copy for internal purposes, and
were yesterday not clearing any incoming
import shipments until the confusion was
;
alleviated.
“The collection and remittance of duty to
Customs on the over-the-counter sale of
bonded goods is in disarray and will soon
be right out of the window,” Mr Lowe told
Tribune Business.
“We’re just stabbing around in the dark.
Whatever happened to the mandate of government to inform the people? We’re uninformed in Grand Bahama. Nobody’s got
anything.”
Mr Lowe said another problem facing the
over-the-counter bonded goods system
stemmed from the fact that Customs had
already. changed the tariff headings in its
computer system to reflect the Budget’s tax
reforms.
This had created difficulties for his and
other companies when it came to reporting
post-paid duty collected for the final months
in the 2007-2008 fiscal year, as their systems
‘were still using the old tariff headings and did

Port Authority (GBPA) licensees provided
the goods are for use in their own business.
Yet they also collect ‘post-paid’ duties taxes paid after the products are sold - if the
goods and materials are purchased by
. Freeport residents and individuals for use
in their homes.
In this case, Freeport’s merchants calculate
the duty due to the Government ‘post
import’ on its landed cost, and remit the correct amount to Customs by the 15th of each
month. This means that effectively a sales tax
is being practiced in Freeport, albeit one
not know the new ones.
that is based on the Tariff and new Excise
_As a result, Customs and the companies’
Act.
Yet without the new Tariff Act and Excise
tariff headings in their computer systems are
Tax rates, plus the new headings for a mul“now no longer compatible, and Mr Lowe
titude of imported items, Freeport businesssaid Customs was unable to go back to look
es will be unable to submit the correct
at
the
old
headings.
amount of duty- and under the correct head“They seem unable to reconcile entries
ings- to the Government.
that have been submitted, or will be submitMr Lowe said he spent yesterday making
what ultimately turned out to be a series of . ted for May and June, for post-paid duty
fruitless attempts to obtain the new tax rates
sales,” Mr Lowe told Tribune Business.
under the Tariff Act and Excise Act.
“Customs has changed all the tariff headNassau-based customs brokers and comings in their computer system already. When
panies were yesterday abie to obtain the
month
previous
a
for
entry
an
submitted
I
required information from the Government
under
the
old
headings,
Customs
had
no
way
Publications Department by paying $300,
to reconcile them, as the old headings had
but Mr Lowe said nothing was made availalready gone.”
able to their Freeport counterparts. Cus-

which he said have been somewhat erratic.
For instance, last weekend
saw high occupancy levels, but
now there are predictions that
upcoming figures may not be as
.
high
“We have not been consis-

Last

differently from

them at the border, to other Grand Bahama

arrival figures in recent months,

our levels, because they are
really not where we would
want them to be,” Mr Sands
said.
He told The Tribune that the
appointment of Vincent Vanderpool-Wallace as the new
minister of tourism was an
"excellent choice" as he was a
"visionary tourism leader".
"He has worked diligently in
the public and private sector.
We are proud and very happy
for him, and we will encourage
him and support him,” Mr
Sands said of Mr VanderpoolWallace.
A Sandals public relations
officer also expressed pleasure
over Mr Wallace's new position.
"We feel very excited. He has a
wealth of knowledge in both the
Bahamas and the Caribbean.
We know he will do an exceptional job. It's a positive thing
and we welcome him in the
industry.”
Concerns are continuing to
mount as to. how well the
Bahamian tourism industry will
fare this summer, as skyrocketing fuel prices and increased air
fares may force many travelers
to take vacations closer to
home.

works

parts of the Bahamas when it
collection.
Freeport-based wholesalers
are able to sell bonded goods,
- no import or stamp duties have

Summer occupancy levels for
Baha Mar’s Cable Beach resorts
have been “up and down”, the
senior vice-president of external affairs at the resort acknowledged.
Robert Sands told Tribune
Business yesterday that there
had been “ bright spots and not
so good bright spots” in the

ee

Freeport post-paid tax
collection in ‘disarray’
FROM page 1B

wants them’

ee

aa
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Sands

could see less summer vacationers.
“We are very aware of the

significant developments currently playing out in our major
market,” the director-general
of tourism, Vernice Walkine,

Bahama

Island, $200 rebates

also on Nassau/Paradise Island
‘and Grand Bahama Island, chil-

dren stay free specials, and first
and fourth night free deals.
These special offers have
been advertised on TV, radio, in

said recently “and the Ministry
of Tourism, in conjunction with

print and on numerous websites. The Ministry and the Pro-

the private sector, has collaborated on strategies to address
the situation head on.”
Some of the strategies developed include attractive marketing incentives such as three

motion

night,

$299

specials

on Nas-

sau/Paradise Island and Grand

Boards

have

also

engaged with on-line travel distributors such as Travelocity,
Expedia and Orbitz in aggressive cooperative campaigns, as
well as with tour operators, such
as Liberty/GoGo and Travel
Impressions.

Citco Fund Services is a division of the Citco Group of Companies
and is the largest independent administrator of Hedge Funds in the
world with offices in Curacao, Amsterdam, Dublin, London,
Luxembourg, Miami, New York, Toronto, Cayman Islands, the British

Virgin Islands, the Bahamas, Bermuda, San Francisco and Sydney. The
division provides full service administration to over 2,000 Hedge Funds
for multinational banks and international Investment Managers, totaling
over $420 een

in net aS

As part of our continued expansion in our office in the Bahamas, we »
‘are looking for a number of motivated and pro-active

Shopping website

Legal Notice

could be Bahamas

NOTICE

(Senior) Investor Relations Administrators

FAERY INV. INC.
— a

who are capable of providing excellent customer service, in an
international and dynamic environment, for our clients who consist of
shareholders and international investment managers within those Hedge
Funds. The Investor Relations Administrator is the main contact for the
shareholder, investor, investment managers, advisors, and third parties,
as appropriate. |

‘Amazon.com’
FROM page 1B
there were 35 employees- a mix
of Bahamians and non-Bahamians - who worked on its development.

Notice is hereby given that in accordance with
Section 138(8) of the International Business
Companies Act 2000, the dissolution of FAERY
INV. INC. has been completed; a Certificate of
Dissolution has been issued and the Company
has therefore been struck off the Register.

Your most important tasks and responsibilities are:
° perform shareholder record keeping and report:shareholder
information to the appropriate parties
¢ maintain contact with shareholders/investors, investment managers,
banks and brokers

° supervise and guide the Assistant Investor Relations Administrators

ARGOSA CORP. INC.
(Liquidator)

¢ handle payment transactions
e liaise with clients and other Citco offices, to ensure that

en

needs

are met

The Tribune wants to hear
from people who are
making news in their
neighbourhoods. Perhaps
you are raising funds fora
good cause, campaigning
for improvements in the
area or have won an
award.

Legal Notice

NOTICE

STAR AND SEA CRYSTAL INC.
(In Voluntary Liquidation)

If so, call us on 322-1986

and share your story.

LCi aE

° a bachelors degree in administration, economics or business related

area
e affinity with figures
¢
¢
¢
°

a team player, able to cope with individual responsibilities
ability to multi-task and operate in a fast-paced working environment
highly accurate with outstanding communication skills
working experience in the financial area is an. advantage

Notice is hereby given that the above named
Company is in dissolution, which commenced
on the 30th day of June 2008. The Liquidator
is Argosa Corp. Inc., P.O. Box N-7757 Nassau,

We offer you: a challenging job in a rapidly expanding international
company, with an informal company culture. You will have the
opportunity to broaden your knowledge with excellent prospects for a

Bahamas.

further international career.

For the stories
behind the news,

eteCe My ti[+/
a) ¢
on Mondays

The successful candidate should meet the following criteria:

ARGOSA CORP. INC.
(Liquidator)

If you are interested in this opportunity, please send your Curriculum
Vitae and covering letter via e-mail at the latest on July 4, 2008 to:
Citco Fund Services (Bahamas) Ltd., att. Managing Director, Human
Resources Manager: hrbahamas@citco.com. You can find more
information about our organization, on our website:www.citco.com.

.

-
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Resort gets creative to attract business
cases, the increasing restrictions of air
travel plus higher fares are making the
stay-at-home vacation a reality for
more and more people, who are spending their time off getting to know
attractions in their own back yard.
“And what could be better for

includes a fruity facial and mini-manis
and pedis.
And an Exuma resort, Grand Isle
Resort & Spa, a private enclave of 78
ultra high-end villas on the ocean at
the highest peak of Emerald Bay, as of
yesterday was offering rebates up to
$100 per villa on baggage charges, and
slicing rates by as much 35 per cent.
“When times get tough, the tough
get creative,” explained Guy Miller,
who handles reservations marketing
for Grand Isle.
“It’s not enough to have a great

lm BAHAMIAN STAYCATION
DESTINATION
Grand Isle Resort & Spa is putting
out the welcome mat with summer specials, a kids’ camp and baggage rebates
to attract Bahamians to vacation near
home, spending their staycation at the
luxury resort of 78 oceanfront villas in
Emerald Bay.
A sluggish economy, caused by rising
fuel prices and airline woes, is driving

resorts to find new ways to attract business.
In Nassau, a downtown hotel is
offering deals on meals, upping entertainment options and for the first time
in its recent history negotiating nightly

Bahamians since their ‘back yard’ is
the island playground that much of the
rest of the world dreams of visiting?”
It’s also a plan that complements the
hotel industry’s efforts to boost business.
“The industry and the Bahamas
Ministry of Tourism have pumped millions of dollars into advertising and
promotion since February to increase
occupancy in the face of a declining
economy in the US, where 80 per cent
of our guests come from,” said Frank
Comito, executive vice-president of
the Bahamas Hotel Association.
“We are seeing some rewards and
we welcome all the private sector
efforts like those of Grand Isle to

product. You have to have a great plan
to introduce people to that product.”
It’s a plan Mr Miller hopes will also
appeal to Bahamians who will find
more good reasons to join the trend
of vacationing close to home.
“The staycation has gone from a
word most of us never heard of to
being a household term in a matter of
months.
“The high price of fuel and, in many

rates.

It’s paying off. Occupancy was 95
per cent last week. On Paradise Island,

award-winning Mandara Spa is plying
"-new revenue streams, including appealing to the Y Generation with a package
called The Rite of Passage, which

business

good

attract

to

/

Bahamas.”

Add the desirability of rhe Bahamas
to the satisfaction ratings of Grand
Isle, Mr

FROM page 1B

domestic

routes

will

60 pounds on all of its international flights.
concerned
“While this is a new charge
to the airline’s passengers it is -about the
not new in the industry, as all
carriers operating between
South
Florida
and
the
Bahamas introduced this fee
earlier this year, with an average charge of $25 for the secthe cost of subcontracting carond checked bag. Indeed,
go flights to transport excess
most carriers on this route
bags on South Florida flights.
recently introduced a charge
Bahamasair said there will
for the first checked bag rangbe no changes to. the current
ing between $20 and $25 per
excess baggage charges.
bag. Bahamasair opted not to’
The airline will also
implement a charge for the
increase charges relative to
first checked bag at this time,”
ticket changes and refunds.
Bahamasair said. _
This means that a passenger
The airline said the fees
‘ changing his/her itinerary on
were cheaper than its coman international flight will now
petitors, who limited the
be assessed a charge of $100,
weight on checked bags to 50
rather than the current $60
pounds, while Bahamasair
charge.
allows its passengers up to 60
Again, the company said
pounds.
this was lower than other airThe natjonal flag carrier.
lines, who they said charged
added that it will increase its
$100 to $150 to change their
charges for a third or more
flights. Some carriers deemed
checked bags from $85 to
a ticket void with no value if
$100.

impact from
fuel costs ...”

Bahamasair said.
“While most airlines do not
allow passengers a refund of
tickets not used, Bahamasair

remains more liberal on its

tor, the airline’s

Board

of

Directors and management

struggled with balancing the
assessment of these charges
with its loyal passengers and
the rising cost of fuel.
"The
airline
has-experienced
Bahamasair said the increas- » not'used on the original flight” its fuel-cost escalating from
ee
*
es will assist in'defraying the ‘booked-:
.
$7.4
million
in
2002
to
$21.3
Charzes for ticket chariges
escalating fuel costs, and with

NOTICE is hereby given that RONY CHARLES OF #27
BEACHWAY DRIVE, MALIBU REEF, P.O. BOX F-43744,
FREEPORT, GRAND BAHAMA, BAHAMAS is applying to
the Minister responsible for Nationality and Citizenship, for
registration/naturalization as a citizen of The Bahamas, and
that any person who knows any reason why registration/

NOTICE is

of 6TH

“You can even request en suite dining with butler:service. Four Seasons is
only a 5-minute walk down the beach

ans more aware of the Grand Isle expe-

advantage

SGiee

GROVE,

Harbourside Marine
_is looking for carpenter.
Must have your own tools.

NOTIC

(a)

EIS HEREBY GIVEN as follows:

CENTURY VENUS LIMITED is in voluntary dissolution
under the provisions of Section 137 (4) of the International
Business Companies Act 2000.

The dissolution of the said company commenced on the 27th
June 2008 when the Articles of Dissolution were submitted to and
registered by the Registrar General.

The Liquidator of the said company is Michael Low of c/o 1 Raffles |
;
Link #05-02 Singapore 039393.

Dated this 1st day of July A. D. 2008

Michael Low

'

Liquidator

NOTICE
FINE CHINA LIMITED
'

NOTICE
(a)

IS HEREBY GIVEN as follows:

FINE CHINALIMITED is in voluntary dissolution under the
provisions of Section 137 (4) of ane uuemanena! Business
Companies Act 2000.

394-3885 or call 393-0262

and

Citizenship,

NASSAU,

BAHAMAS,

k

PO.Box

N- 7147,

CAPITAL

BROKERAGE

ee

the 27th

The Liquidator of the said company is Michael Low of c/o 1 Raffles
Link #05-02 Singapore 039393.

| Dated this 1st day of July A. D. 2008

Michael Low
Liquidator

NOTICE

Nassau,

Bahamas.

EG

ah

June 2008 when the Articles of Dissolution were submitted to and
registered by the Registrar General.

NOTICE is hereby given that SHANNA PETIT of
LAZZERRETA STREET, P.O. BOX CR-56596, NASSAU,
BAHAMAS, is applying to the Minister responsible for
Nationality and Citizenship, for registration/naturalization
as ‘a citizen of The Bahamas, and that any person
who knows any reason why registration/ naturalization
should not be granted, should send a written and signed
statement of the facts within twenty-eight days from the
2ND day of JULY ‘2008 to the Minister responsible. for
Nationality

Baa

The dissolution of the

NOTICE

Resume

rience that is at their back door.”

CENTURY VENUS LIMITED

in its

proximity to the US, and
because the country is within
. two hours of its major markets, it has been spared cuts
by airlines who are cutting
some of their longer hauls.
‘We are monitoring the situation closely and there are a
number of dyramics to it, but
weifeel pretty good,” Mr
Sawyer said.“ .

given that JULIENNE Rane

ST. TH

ing peak traffic hours,” Mr Miller says.
“We’re excited about making Bahami-

NOTICE

applying to the Minister responsible for Nationality and
for registration/naturalization as a citizen
CHAE,
of The Ba a mas, and that any person who knows any
reason why re istration’ naturalization should not be
granted, shoul send a written and signed statement
of'the facts within twenty-eight days from the 2ND day
of JULY 2008 to the Minister responsible for Nationality
and Citizenship, P.O.Box N- 7147, Nassau, Bahamas.

naturalization should not be granted, should send a written and
signed statement of the facts within twenty-eight days from the
25th day of JUNE, 2008 to the Minister responsible for Nationality
and
Citizenship,
P.O.Box
N-7147,
Freeport,
Bahamas.

Fax

ey

Bahamians who can hop to Exuma
from Nassau easily in less time than it

often takes to drive through town dur-

NOTICE.

NOTICE

Please

competitive

Isle is banking on more business from

fitness centre and. luxuries from prearrival concierge service to stock your
Sub-Zero refrigerator to plasma TVs,
spectacular views of the beach.

into the country,” Mr Sawyer
said. °
He said the Bahamas had a

flight changes can impede the
airline from selling a seat that
it perceives as being sold,”

tain resorts in exotic locales, Grand

rooms, large balconies.
“There’s the restaurant, infinity pool,

' tute fees for transporting
unaccompanied minors - $25
on domestic flights and $50 on
international flights.
According to Henry Woods,
Bahamasair’s managing direc-

as late

ing the special. The four-bedroom
penthouse that normally goes for
$4,200 a night is $2,730.
“If the staycation is a threat to cer-

Isle’s villas are. actual beachfront homes .
with full kitchens, dining rooms, living

ficient number of seats comes

reservations,

mally goes for $990 a night is $643 dur-

two years,” Mr Miller said.
“And it’s ideal for families or corporate retreats because unlike a hotel
with a single room or a suite, Grand

Bahamasair will also insti-

booked

July.
A two-bedroom penthouse that nor-

nine choices on TripAdvisor.com for

refund policy. However,
refunds will now attract a
penalty of $100 on international flights and $50 on
domestic flights,” the release
said.

“The airline is hoping that
passengers will properly plan
their flight and stick to their’

$247 for a one-bedroom villa during

ranked the best hotel in Exuma out of -

mated cost of $26 million this
fiscal year.
The Ministry of Tourism
yesterday said it was determined that the Bahamas will
be able to withstand the challenges rising fuel prices will
have on airlift into the. country.
Tryone Sawyer, the. ministry’s director of airlift, told
Tribune Business that the
Ministry felt good about its
efforts.
“We are concerned about
the impact from fuel costs, and
we’ve been working in close
collaboration with our airline
partners to ensure that a suf-

“We’re

ing has sliced costs from $380 a night to

than one-third off for the month of
July and you get a recipe for business.
“Grand Isle has consistently been

million in 2006, and an esti-

increase from $20 to $30.:

Exuma, the summer sizzler rate-slash-

Miller says, toss in a better

Bahamasair’s ‘hidden subsidy’
on

for tennis and golf.” For Bahamian
tesidents who want to staycation in

The

MARKETS
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LOVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
NOTICEIS
(a)

HEREBY

GIVEN as follows:

LOVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED is in voluntary dissolution
under the provisions of Section 137 (4) of the International

Business Companies Act 2000.

The dissolution of the said company commenced on the 27th
June 2008 when the Articles of Dissolution were submitted to and
registered by the Registrar General.
The Liquidator of the said company is Michael Low of c/o 1 Raffles
Link #05-02 Singapore 039393.

Dated this 1st day of July A. D. 2008
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THE TRIBUNE.

(iv) Loans and advances
Loans are stated at the principal amount outstanding adjusted for charge-offs and impairment for
loan losses. The impairment for loan losses is increased by charges to income and decreased by
charge-offs (net of recoverics). Management’s periodic evaluation of the adequacy of the provision
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Management's Responsibility for the Balance sheet
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a ‘pass-through’ arrangement; and
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Auditors’ Responsibility

.

(i) Financial assets

‘

.

C

is based on the Bank’s vast loan loss experience, known and inherent risks in the portfolio, adverse
situations that may affect the borrower's ability to repay, the estimated value of any underlying
collateral, and current economic conditions. No loans were considered impaired at December 31,
2007 (2006: nil).

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the balance sheet based on our audit. We conducted our audit
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. ‘Those standards require that we comply with
ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the balance

e

cifher the Bank has tansferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (b) the

Bank has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset,
but has transferred control of the asset.

sheet is [ree [rom material misstatement.

An-audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
balance sheet. The procedures selected depend on the auditors” judgment, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the balance sheet. whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk

assessments. the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation

of the balance sheet in order to design audit procedtires that are appropriate for the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well'as evaluating the overall presentation of the balance sheet.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion. the balance sheet presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Bank as
of December 31, 2007 in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Ganet¥
June 26, 2008
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recognized in profit or loss.
Balance Sheet
December 31. 2007

:

IW

mii

sade

Assets

2908
weed

2007
x00

Ree

:
Deposits with banks
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

$31,
9,420

28.0.
8.859

Loans and advances (note 3)

135,191

96.168

1,097
1,720

Property and equipment (note4)
Other assets
SMotal Wawel

ee cn

ee
Gs

;
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’

1.169
132

Impairment and uncollectibility of financial assets
An assessment is made at each balance shect date to determine whether there is objective evidence
that a financial asset or group of financial assets may be impaired. [f such evidence: exists, the
estimated recoverable amount of that asset is determined and any impairment loss is recognized for
the difference between the recoverable amount and the carrying amount. The Bank did not record

any impairment adjustments at December 31, 2007.
;

Property and equipment is stated at cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is calculated
on the straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the assets as follows:
:

ne

Property, Premises/installations
Furniture and fixtures

/

EQUITY

Liabilities

Motor vehicles

4 ycars

[:.D.P. - equipments
Sound and image equipments

5 years
5 years

437,093

313.310

Due to banks
Loan payable (note 6)

390,514

321.549

111,397

64.912

The carrying amounts of the property and equipment-are reviewed at cach: balance sheet date to

$ht

85
_

assess whether they are recorded in excess of their recoverable amounts, and where carrying

-

eee
Total liabilities

940415

099,850

30,230

Sa 40

Shareholders’ equity
Share capital:
shares o of
shares
25000
paid - 25,000,000
issued
issued 2 and fully y paid
ized.
Authorized.

209? vac

$1.2092 cach
:
.
:
Retained earings
Statutory loan loss reserve
Revaluation reserve
.

a

.

4

1,799
4,352
fy?
5,093
38,474

.

Foreign exchange translation

Total sharcholders' equity

7

VRAS
t
oe
fayaaaet ; 20
2.086
35,731

,

735,387

978,889

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES (note 7)

this estimated

recoverable amount,

EO
Executive Director

amount. No such write-downs have been recorded by the Bank. Any revaluation surplus. is
credited to the revaluation reserve included in the equity section of the balance shcet, except to
the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously recognized in profit
or loss, in which case the increase is recognized in profit or loss.

Accounts
cp
neas
Liabilities
terms, are
goods and

a

has ce

payable and accrued liabilities
.
Pretty)
:
:
for accounts payable and accrued liabilities, which are normally settled on 30-60 day
caried at cost. which is the fair value of the consideration to be paid in the future for
services received. Payables to related parties are carried at cost. Accounts payable and
.

.

.

oe

.

.

.

The Bank is owned 99.9% by Banil- Investimentos, SGPS, S.A. and 0.1% by

Banif— Comercial, SGPS, S.A. The ultimate parent Bank is Banif SGPS, S.A., a public registered
- Bank in Portugal.
The registered office of the Bank is located at 1 Bay Street, Nassau, Bahamas.
The balance sheet has been approved for issue by the Directors of the Bank on June 26, 2008.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING

POLICIES

Bank's balance sheet are measured using the currency of the primary
in which it operates (the functional currency), which is the Euro. The Bank
States dollar as its presentation currency, as the Bank is incorporated in the
Bahamas. * ‘The Bank’s results and financial position are translated from its

in accordance

with

Foreign currency transactions
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated

in currencies other than United States dollars are
translated at the rates of exchange prevailing at the year end.

Related party balances
All balances with the ultimate parent Bank or its subsidiaries are shown in the balance shect as
related party.
Assets under management
No account is taken in the balance

sheet

of assets and

liabilitics of clients

International

Financial

Reporting

The balance sheet is expressed in United States dollars. The preparation of balance sheet requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts and disclosures in
the balance sheet. Actual results could differ trom those estimates.
cost convention,

except

year. Adoption of these revised standards and interpretations did not have any effect on the financial
performance or position of the Bank. They did however give rise to additional disclosures,
including in some cases, “evisions to accounting policies.

for the

(i) Date of recognition
.
I urchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery of assets within the time
frame generally

established by regulation or convention in the marketplace are recognized on the trad
e date of the
transactions.

(ii) Initial recognition of financial instruments
The classification of financial instruments at initial recognition depends on the purpos
e for which
the financial instruments were acquired and their characteristics. All financial
instruments are
measured initially at their fair value plus, in the case of financial assets and financia
l liabilities not
at fair value through profit or loss, any directly attributable incremental costs of
acquisition or issue,
(iii) Financial assets and liabilities designated at fair value through pro
fit or loss
Financial assets or liabilities classified in this category are designated by mana
gement on initial
recognition when the following criteria are met:
° the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment
that would
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or liabilities or recognizing gains or losses
on

°

The Bank has adopted the following new and amended IFRS and IFRIC interpretations during the

Financial instruments — initial recognition and subsequent measurement

e
e

IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures
JAS 1: Amendment — Presentation of Financial Statements

e

IFRIC 8: Scope of IFRS 2

e

IFRIC 9: Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives

e

[FRIC 10: Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment

IFRIC and IFRS Interpretations not yet effective

IFRS 8 Operating Segments, requires disclosure of information about the Bank's operating
segments and replaced the requirement to determine primary (business) and secondary (geographic)
reporting segments in the Bank. This standard becomes eflective for annual periods beginning on
or after January

1, 2009, and as a result, certain disclosures may be added to the Bank’s balance

sheet upon adoption.

IAS 23 was issued in March 2007, and becomes elfective for financial years beginning on or after
January 1, 2009. The standard has been revised to require capitalization of borrowing costs when
such costs relate to a qualifying asset. The adoption of this interpretation is not expected to have an
impact on the balance sheet when implemented in 2009,

IFRIC 11 was issued in November 2006, and becomes effective for financial years beginning on or
after March

1, 2007. This interpretation addresses group and treasury share transactions related to

them on a different basis; or

share-based payments to employees.

the asset and liabilities are part ofa group of financial assets, financial liabiliti
es or both
which are managed and their performance evaluated on a fair value basis, in accord
ance

with the employee equity participation plans, the interpretation may have an impact on the Bank

with a documented risk management or investment strate
gy; or

instrument

contains

an

embedded

derivative,

and

Taxes
;
;
‘There are no income taxes imposed on the bank in the Commonwealth of the Bahamas.
Adoption of IFRIC and IFRS during the year

The balance shect has been prepared under the historical
measurement at fair value of financial assets and liabilities.

managed

which relate to the banking services provided by the Bank for its clients.

.

prepared

:

administered by the Bank as custodian, trustee or nominee, other than those assets and liabilities

Basis of preparation

re financial

7

equity.

Banif — International Bank Limited (the Bank) is’ incorporated under the laws of the
Commonwealth of The Bahamas and its principal activities include banking’ and investment

e

.

functional currency to its presentation currency, as follows:
(i)
assets and liabilities are translated at the closing rate at each balance sheet date;
(ii)
share capiial was translated at the historic rate;
(iii)
-all resulting exchange differences are recognized as a separate component of shareholders®

CORPORATE INFORMATION

°

.

Provisions are recognized when the Bank has a present obligation (Iegal
8 or constructive) as a result
ofa past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be

Items included in the
economic environment
has adopted the United
Commonwealth of The

NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 2007

Statement of compliance
. The balance shect has been
Standards (IFRS).

.

accrued liabilities are reported in other liabilities on the balance sheet.

Foreign curréncy translation

2.

to their recoverable

Statutory loan loss reserve
This amount represents a general provision that is required’ to meet the Bank’s statutory
requirements. Changes to this amount are reflected as appropriations (or increases) of retained
earnings.
;

—*

advisory services.

assets are written down

required to settle the obligation and a reliable cstimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.

a=

Approved By The Board:
NE

values excced

;

Provisions

‘Total liabilitics and shareholders’ equity

1.

10 - 50 years
5-8 years

Deposits by customers (note 5)

Other liabilities

Pets «2

ae

ee

Property and equipment

unless

the

embedded

erivative does not significantly modify the cash flows or it is clear. with litte
or no

analysis, that it would not be separately recorded.

Financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss afe
recorded in the
balance sheet at fair value.

As equity instruments are issued to employees in accordance

IFRIC 12 was issued in November 2006 and becomes effective for financial years beginning on or
after January 1, 2008. This interpretation gives guidance on the accounting by operators for publiclo-private service concession arrangements. This interpretation is not expected to be relevant for the
activities of the Bank.

IFRIC 13 was issued in June 2007 and becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or after
July 1, 2008. This interpretation requires customer loyalty award credits to be accounted for as a
separate component of the sales transaction in which they are granted and therefore part of the {air

5B

|
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,

value of the consideration received is allocated to the award credits and deferred over the period
an
have
te
cted
expe
not
is
tion
preta
inter
this
of
tion
adop
The
lled.
fulfi
are
ts
credi
d
that the awar
impact on the balance sheet when implemented in 2008.

ies
$000
527.390
eg
113,50

Europe
South America
Caribbean

IFRIC 14 was issued in July 2007 and becomes effective for annual periods beginning on or aller
January 1, 2008. This interpretation provides guidance on how to assess the limit on i uae
surplus in a defined benefit scheme that can be recognized as an assel under [AS : op ali

361.841
_ :
v35.3d6

|

25

94,696

,

Other

The adoption of this interpretation is nol expected to have an impact on the balance sheet

Benefits.

2006
Liabilities
S000

when implemented in 2008.

10.

LOANS AND ADVANCES

3.

aoe
Financial risk n inagement objectives and policies
The Bank’s Finartial instruments comprise deposits, money market assets and liabilities, some
and liquid resources, and other various items. that arise directly from its operations. The main
arising from the Bank's financial instruments are credit risk, as liquidity risk, ; interest rate risk

At Decembet 31, 2007 and 2006, loans and advances to customers are as follows:

2006

2007

———

Overdrafts

: 3

132.199

94,666

1,899

1,399

Deferred cost
oe

Accrued interest

and they are summarized in the following notes.

,

,

Loans

\

Risk management structure

ae

The Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for identifying and controlling risks: however.
there are separate independent bodies for managing risks including; the risk committee. the credit

380
96,468

163.
135,191

cash

risks
and
:
foreign currency risk. The Board reviews and agrees on policies for managing each of ihese risks

$000

ne

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS AND RISK MANAGEMENT

committee, the finance committee and the internal audit departmeni. Each of the individual bodies
are empowered to implement risk strategics for maintaining controls over the portions of the Bank’s

4.

operations for which they are responsible.
;
.

PROPERTY END EQUIPMENT

Risk measurement and reporting system
expected and unexpected losses.
both
The Bank's risks are measured using a methodre which reflects
"
;
:
.

An analysis of activity in property and equipment was as follows:
"
:
Beginning

:

«
'

Premises / installations

Depreciation
$’006

Additions
$7000

Balance
$°000

2007

~

Ending

The risk measurements are based on historical experiences, adjusted for changes in the banking
industzy and other environmental factors. The Bank also operates within the limits prescribed by its

Balance
$060

Parent and its regulators. Each of the committees provides reports to the Board of Directors, which
include information on credit exposure, interest rate exposure and liquidity exposures. in addition.

the Bank monitors its aggregate risk exposure across all risks types and activities.

:
983

-

30

933

Furniture & Fixiures

70

4

di

63

Motor Vehicles
EDP -- Equipment

33
63

6.

19
22

34
47

In order to mitigate the identified risks, the Bank actively uses collateral to reduce its erectit risks.
- The bank does not hold trading positions in order to reduce the exposure to market riss.

Ending

Beginning
’

8

iti

Aeetons

— Balance

ve

preciati

Premises/ installations

973

40

Furniture & Fixtures

66

16

:

EDP — Equipment

Total

meet ena

Beane

—

SO

12

70

33
63

1,169

72

-

St

5

19
23

1,192

61

84

obligations

nae

cnet

ae

ice

a ee of iar

a

ability

’

:

to be similarly affected by changes in economic, political and nets
the

of

conditions. Concentrations indicate the relative sensitivity
developmenis in a particular industry or geographic region.

983

“30

arise when

similar geographic regions or have similar e

ance

ty

Motor Vehicles

pentane

se

;

he

Excessive risk concentrations

NG NT

Tome

it

;

Risk mitigation

to

performance

Bank’s

;

;

.

In order to avoid excessive concentrations of risk, the Bank’s policies and procedures include
specific guidelines to focus on maintaining a diversified portfolio. In addition to the Bank sown

policies and procedures, compliance with regulatory guidelines related to the concentration of
risks is also mandatory.

2.

er

ey

nee

:

‘

‘

Credit risk is the risk

Belgium
Brazil
Colombia

:

2007

2008.

a

a

each class of recognized financial assets, is the carrying amount of those assets as indicated on the

982
258
18i

1.147
4
124

losses.

,

.

Finland

25

20

France

976

16

Gibraltar
Italy

28
797

1a5

to

Netherlands
:

Portugal

Sweden

301.703

255
2,365

29
2.211

—

«

United Kingdom
ha

ie

7

Paige

eens Go ft ag,

Pelied uieiest

th,

oe

5,782

3,170

geemep

30 2G.
313,310

“yo

2007

:

Term deposiis
:

.

:

107.402

3,177

126,798

370.505

241.830

130,131

370.505

2006

68,814

72.541

372,536

238.695

433,359

311,236

This relates io a debt securities ioan (certificate of deposit) with a nominal value of USD 59 million
its corresponding accrued interest. with a maturity date at November 25, 2008. which was
fully
subscribed by a special purpose vehicle “Euro Invest” on November 25, 2005. | shis Joan
has a
fixed interest rate of 5.0% per annum.

It also relates to an unsecured Credit Linked Note certificate created and issued by the
Bank. witha
globai nominal value of FUR35,000 thousand and its corresponding accrued inte
rest with a
maturity date at April 13, 2012. This loan has a fixed interest rate of 5.0% per annum
forthe first
two years. lor the remaining period, has a floating rate Euribor 6 months plus 0.25%.
Those Credit
Link Notes were subscribed by Euro Invest Limited, a related parly, and can be redeem
ed earlier in
case occurs a credit event in a list of Portuguese and Spanish companies.

The Bank is a party to certain financial instruments with off-balance sheet risk, in the normal
course
of business, to meet the financing needs of its customers. ‘These financial instrumen
ts include
acceptances and guarantees, commitments to extend credit under lines of credit,
and commitnents

The Bank's financial asscts. before taking into account any collateral
enhancemenis can be analysed by the following gcographical regions:

.

The Bank's fending is mainly concentrated

outside of that market.

osits

with

banks

ues

Financial asscts at fair value through profit and loss

a,

Loans

Other assets

‘Total amount due from related part
partie
iess
Due to banks

Ioan payable
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Financial assets at (air value
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Months

Year

$°000

$°000

57000
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OncYear
SS”
Total
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S700

ASSETS

582,870
360

353,771

Loans and advances

940,415

344,828
294,5u4

Decembes 31, 2006

Deposits with banks
Financial asscts at fair value
through profit and foss
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$000

LIABILIPEES

64,912

Total amount due to related partie "503,105

=

Six

$31,461

througir profit and joss
Loans and advances

2

96.065

1,500

2006

ASSETS
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131,171
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credit
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:

other

Liquidity risk

RELATED PARFY BALANCES

with bank

or

:

;

Deposits

held

in the financial services industry. with litle lending

and BiB” (Fitch).

million) and are not included in the balance shect.

$°000

798

Credit quatity per class of financial assets
/
Most assets are bank loans granted to other banks within Banif Group. Banil is rated 2 (Moody's)

obligations by customers, amounted to USD107.1 million at December 31, 2007 (2006: USD97.2

The following is a summary of related party balances in the balance sheet at December 31:
2007

5B

December 31, 2007

Contingent liabilities under acceptances and guarantees entered into on behalf
of customers and
commitments to extend credit under lines of credit, in respect of which there are corresponding

'

sees

82,283

2007
eG
$’000

Significant monetary asseis and liabilitics can be classified,
maturity from the balance sheet date. as follows:

to originate joans. Exposure to loss is represented by the contractual amount of those
instrumenis,
however, the Bank uses the same credit criteria when entering into these com
mitinents and
conditional obligations as it does for loans.

8.

1249

Liquidity risk is.the risk that the Bank will encounter difficulty in realizing assets or otherwise
raising funds to meet commitinents. The Bank monitors expected cash outflows on a daily basis.
Its policy throughout ihe period has been to ensure liquidity by maintaining at all times sufficient
high qualiiy liquid asscts to cover expected net cash outflows.
.
:

COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

hte

8B

|

ae

Concentraiion of risk is managed by both client and counterparty, by geographical region and by
indusiry sccior. The maximum credit exposure to any client or counterparty as at December 31.
2007 was USID#29,193 thousands (2006: USD94,666 thousands) before taking account of collateral
or other credit enhancements and USD2.173 thousands (2006: USD24 thousands) net of such
protection.
.

Other

Le

i

Risk concentrations of the maximum exposure to credit risk

Europe

7,

Collateral
S*600

access the quatity af the counterpart using intemal rating notations.

$’000 =. S’000
On demand deposits

Sccurities
$*000

positions ai risk are the result of guarantees fully collaterized with deposits. the bank does not

Compositions of customers’ deposits at December 31 are as follows:
rE

Pledged

Mortgages
$°000

a
134.098

at
Without

Due to the interna! policy of risk coverage through very high loans to values and the fict that most

206

437,993

deposits
$000

Total

760

2,074

exposure
$°000

_Guaranices and commitments

-

4,643

__Pledged’

Loans and advances

46

138i

U.S.A

|

417,820

:

Maximum

Overdrafts

2.018

53°

Switzerland

other deposited highly iiquid assets. as shown in this table:

198

2,367

South Africa
Spain

To mitigate the credit risk, the Bank asks for collateral, usually in the form of pledged deposits or

112

396

Netheriancs Antifleans

.

:

46
133

Luxemburg
Malta

balance shect and the commitments expressed in Note 7. The Bank has not experienced credit

87

35

/

hat a customer or counterparty will be unable or unwilling to meet a

commitment that it has entered into with the Bank. The Bank manages counterparty credit risk
centrally to optimize the use of credit availability and to avoid excessive risk concentration.
The Bank’s maximum
Customer credit risk is monitored on a regular basis by management.
exposure io credit risk (not taking into account the valuc of any collateral or other security held) in
the event the counterpartics fail to perform their obligations as of December 31, 2007 in relation to

Deposits by customers are attributable to the following countrics:

Angola

:

Credit risk

628.939

-

:

365

24

628,963

:

.

-

365

.

8 40d

96,444

06444

8.859

:

——8A0G

628,939

96.468

734,266.
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256,281

Due to banks

270.307

-

.

Loan payabie

51,242

-

5,601

59,311

64,912

82,515

59,486

699,771

The Bank also grants guarantees and has commitments to customers. as explained in Note 7. These
guarantees are granted with maturities under | year.

Market risk

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of financial instruments will
fluctuate because of changes in market variables such as interest rates or foreign exchange rales,
The Bank does not have any trading positions. All positions are managed and monitored using

l§ By DAVID KOENIG
DALLAS

sensitiviiy analyses. Except for the concentrations within foreign currency, the Bank has no
significant concentration of market risk. The Bank’s treasury department manages the liquidity
structure of the consolidated balance shect. This is to ensure that funding obligations are met and
that the Bank is in compliance with regulatory liquidity requirements.

The computer screen on Scott
Topping’s desk at Southwest
Airlines flickered with row after
row of dates and numbers, but

they had nothing to do with
arrivals and departures, according to the Associated Press.
They tracked the price of oil
futures for the next several
months, and they told a grim
tale: No letup in sight from
record prices for jet fuel. '
“We’re on a one-way street
right now,” Topping said as he

Market risk, including foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk and liquidity risk, is encountered
during the Bank’s normal operating activities. The Banif Group is responsible for setting market
risk limits and for managing and monitoring these limits. The Banif Group’s treasury department
also operates a central treasury for the Bank and is responsible for the active management of the
ee risk of the Bank on a day to day basis. The Bank also monitors market risk on a day to

basis.

ay

Interest rate exposure
;
Interest rate risk is the risk that arises where

there is an imbalance between rate and non-rate
sensitive assets and liabilities. Ihe Bank’s exposure to interest rate risk is periodically monitored
and reviewed by management based in the repricing gap of assets and liabilities.
as

hunched over the screen, shak-

ing his head.
It’s Topping’s job to oversee
Southwest’s battle to control
surging fuel costs. It is the most
successful program of its kind
in the airline industry.
In the first quarter of this
year, Southwest paid $1.98 per
gallon for fuel. American Air-

The Bank's exposure to interest rates for significant interest-bearing monetary assets and liabilities
by major currencies was as follows:
December 31, 2007

United States
Dollars

Euro

Deposits with banks

4.21% -4.7%

3.5% - 4.06%

Loans

7.0% - 8.28%

ASSETS

lines
-

4.2% - 5.8%

2.25% - 5.5%

5.218%
5%

5.152%

Due to banks
Loan payable

-

0
December 31,2806
United States

ASSETS
Deposits with banks

Euro,

__

Dollars

:

2.31% - 3.60%

4.2% - 5.25%

-

0.125% - 8.25%

Loans

:

LIABILITIES

2.125% - 4.25%

2.0% - 4.25%
5.87%
5.0%
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and reviewed by management.
:
United States

December 31, 2007

_

:

Pound

Dollars

Euro

$’000

$7000

Assets
Liabilities and
shareholders’ equity

$’490

2,287

10,788
>

10,801

735,299

230,582

.

Others

$°000

772,440

193,374

war

Sterlin:

.

paid $2.73, and United

paid $2.83 per gallon in the
same period.
. Since 1999, hedging has saved

LIABILITIES
Deposits by customers

2,206

Southwest $3.5 billion. It has
sometimes meant the difference
» between profit and loss. In the
first quarter, hedging gains of
$291 million dwarfed Southwest’s $34 million profit.
Hedging is a financial strategy that lets airlines or other
investors protect themselves
against rising prices for commodities such as oil by locking
in a price for fuel. It has been
described as everything from
gambling to buying insurance.
Airlines can hedge in several
ways, making financial transactions with banks, energy companies or other trading partners.
They can buy contracts for
_crude oil or unleaded gasoline,
and reap a gain if prices rise,
offsetting the higher cost of jet
fuel.
They can buy a “call option”
that gives them the right to buy
fuel at a certain price.
They can also ‘use collar
hedges, a combination of rights
to buy and sell at set prices
(“call” and “put” options). Collars provide protection from a
decline in prices but less upside
;
if prices rise.
* Airlines also use swaps, con-

neg ae,

eee

December 31,2006

Pound

United States

ae

oa

Assets

Dollars

___Euro

Sterling

—-_Others

$’000

$’000

$000

$°000

143,429

587,312

Liabilitics and
Operational risk
Operational risk is the risk of loss arising from systems failure, human
events. When controls fail to perform, operational risks can cause damage
er regulatory implications, or lead to financial loss. The Bank cannot
Operational risks. but through a control framework and by monitoring and
risks, the Bank is able to manage the risks. Controls over these risks include
duties,

access,

authorization

reconciliation

and

procedures,

staff

1,452
5.979

3,509

582,585

143,514

shageholders’ equity

>

3,394

error, fraud or external
to reputation. have legal
expect to eliminate all
responding to potential
effective segregation of

education

and

assessment

processes. including the use of internal audit. The Bank Risk’s Management Department and
Internal Auditors carry out regular reviews of all operational areas to ensure operational risks arc
being properly controlled and reported to the Risk Committee. Contingency plans are in place to
achieve business continuity in the event of serious disruptions to business operations.
Net fair value of financial! instruments

Financial instruments utilized by the Bank include recorded assets and liabilities, as well as items
that principally involve off-balance sheet risk. The majority of the Bank’s financial instruments are
either short-term in nature or have interest fates that automatically reset to market on a periodic
basis. Accordingly, the estimated fair value is not significantly different from the carrying value for *

each major category of the Bank's recorded assets and liabilities.

;

ii.

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

the past year, the Bank

had complied

in full with. all its externally

imposed capital

requiremenis.

'

Capitai management
The primary objectives of the Bank’s capital management are to ensure that the Bank complies with
extemally imposed capital requirements and that the Bank maintains strong credit ratings and
healthy capital ratios in order to support its business and to maximize shareholders’ valuc.
The Bank manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in the light of changes in
economic conditions and the risk characteristics of its activities. In order to maintain or adjust the
capital structure, the Bank may adjust the amount of dividend paymeni to shareholders, retum
capital to shareholders or issue capital securities. No changes were made in the objective, policies
and processes from the previous years.

The Bank manages a part of its credit risk and its operational risk through an appropriation of its
retained earnings. The Bank is required by its regulator, the Central Bank of the Bahamas, to

maintain a statutory reserve such that its provisions and reserves for credit risk ave equal to at least
1% of the outstanding loan portfolio. The Bank has established a non distributable reserve within
retained carnings of USD1,352 thousand for this purpose.
Regulatory capital

i

Fier | capital

Actual

Required

Actual

Required

2007
$’000

2007
S’000

2006
$7000

2006
$7000

37,122

Tier 2 capital

Total capital
Risk weighted assets

Capital Adequacy Ratio

24,881
-

37,122

34,784
-

24,881

tracts that require them to buy
oil or fuel on a certain date at a
set price. These are risky — one
party in a swap wins, the other
loses.
Most airlines use a combination of strategies to reduce risk.
The transactions carry a price

tag. Southwest spent $52 mil-

lion on hedging premiums last

year and $14 million in the first
three months of this year.
As a result mostly of trades
made years ago, Southwest has
hedged 70 percent of this year’s

fuel needs at $51 per barrel
instead of the current price of
more than $140 per barrel.
But hedging premiums rise
and fall with the price of the
underlying commodity, making
new trades very expensive.

‘ Southwest

has not done much

trading in the last several
months.
Airline executives say hedging is not a bet on the direction
of oil prices.
“We

view our program

17.935 |

ae

34,784

311,018

224.190

11.9%

15.52%

>

17.935

as

insurance,” said Paul Jacobson,

the treasurer of Delta Air Lines

Inc. “Our goal is to minimize

the volatility of fuel expenses.
To do that, you’ve got to be in
the market actively without an
opinion as to what energy prices
will do.”
But hedging carries risks. Air‘lines can lose money if oil prices
turn down and their options
expire.
In 2006, Delta won approval

from a bankruptcy court and
creditors to get into hedging.
But the airline got squeezed
when oil prices dropped in
midyear, and it reported a loss

of $108 million from the trading.
Continental Airlines Inc.
reported a loss of $18 million

from hedging in the first quarter
of 2007. But like Delta, Conti-

nental is still hedging.
At one

time

in the

1990s,

most major U.S. airlines hedged
some of their fuel costs — even
hiring experts from the oil
industry to show them the ropes
—

said Peter Fusaro, chairman

of Global Change Associates,
an adviser to hedge funds.
That changed after the recession and terror attacks of 2001,

which plunged airlines into huge
losses. Banks and energy com-

|

panies that make hedging trades
with airlines grew nervous.
“The problem was that most
carriers had terrible creditworthiness and couldn’t hedge,”
Fusaro said. “Counter-parties
feared the carriers would renege
on their trades.”
Southwest was the only large
US. carrier to remain profitable
‘through the downturn. It benefited from higher labor productivity and lower ticket-sales’
costs. That, and a healthy balance sheet, allowed it to keep
hedging when oil was a bargain,
compared to today’s prices.
Now, Southwest is the only
big carrier that has most of its
fuel expenses hedged at belowmarket prices. And analysts say
it will be the only one to earna

profit this year.
While other carriers plan to
slash flights later this year —

some contracting by more than
.10 percent — Southwest expects
to grow, although more slowly
than it would like.
And Southwest has avoided
the kind of fees that annoy passengers. It doesn’t charge for
checking luggage or buying a

ticket over the phoné, doesn’t

add a fuel surcharge to the fare,
and still gives out free sodas and
snacks.
But how long will the joy ride

last? The bulk of Southwest’s
hedges expire gradually by
-2012. Replacing them would be
very expensive and risky. One
plan under study is to.go back
to hedging only against catastrophically higher oil prices —
say, $200 per barrel.
Unless oil prices stabilize. or
even decline, the airline could

face a crisis covering higher fuel
costs in just a few years.
“It’s starting to have an
impact on their operating plan,”
said Betsy Snyder, an analyst
for the debt-rating service Standard & Poor’s. “They’re cutting
back growth plans for the first
time ever and exiting some
unprofitable routes.”
Chairman and Chief Executive Gary Kelly said the fuel
hedges have bought his airline
time to adjust to higher energy
costs. Now he wants to find $1.5
billion in new revenue to make
up for shrinking fuel hedges.

Grand Bahama Power ‘misses’
targets through 6.1% profit fall
FROM page 1B
Mr Ferrell told ICD Utilities shareholders that
total megawatt hour sales rose by only 1 per cent
during 2007, with peak demand increasing by 4
megawatts from 73 megawatts to 77 megawatts.
He pointed to numerous improvements in
Grand Bahama Power Company’s service standards and reliability, though, including the completion of work to upgrade the firm’s substations
and enable the distribution system to withstand
150mph winds.
Mr Ferrell added:

“The

results are evident.

The average number of minutes that the average
customers were out of service for the year
declined from 1355 minutes in 2006 to 740 minutes in 2007, a 45 per cent improvement.
“While we are proud of this achievement, we
are not contented and will continue to work for

additional improvement.”
For future growth and profita bility, Grand
Bahama Power indicated it was pinning its hopes

Capital
The Bank maintains an actively managed capital base to cover risks inherent in the business. The
adequacy of the Bank’s capital is monitored using, among other measures, the rules and ratios
established by ihe Central Bank of The Bahamas in supervising the Bank.

During

ae

Airlines hedge against
skyrocketing fuel costs

321.549

-

-

31,182

526,588

313,310

175

25,672

31,182

Deposit by customers

ea

Se

LIABILITIES

on the 4.87 per cent increase in the electricity
base rate that was approved with effect from
April 1 this year.
The company also anticipates extra demand ©
from the addition of a third drydock at the Grand
Bahama Shipyard, the Freeport Container Port’s
Phase V expansion, and the BORCO upgrade
following its $900 million acquisition by First
Reserve and Vopak.
On the balance sheet side, total assets increased

by $30 million in 2007, rising from $191.052 mil‘lion at year-end 2006 to $221.778 million at
December 31 last year.
Shareholder equity rose by almost $20 million
to. $134.551, much of the gain coming from a
$71.9 million surplus generated by the 2007 revaluation of Grand Bahama Power’s property, plant
and equipment. That compared to a $54.363 million revaluation surplus for 2006; some $17 million
less.

South Ocean EIA rejection
claims ‘are not accurate’
FROM page 1B

director, told Tribune Business

that allegations that the South
Ocean development’s EIA had
been rejected by the Bahamas
Environment,

Science

and

Technology (BEST) Commission were “not accurate”.
However, sources close to the

situation told Tribune Business
that both BEST and the thirdparty it had contracted to
review the EIA had asked that
a new assessment be submitted
because the initial one contained a number of “deficiencies”.
Mr Stein, though, pointed out
that EIAs and the subsequent
Environmental Management
Plan (EMP) were always ‘live’
documents for every major
investment project in the
Bahamas and across the world,
with work and questions on
them never ceasing.
He added that the EIA, produced by the Puerto Rican
of Environmental
office
Management
Resources
(ERM). was now more than a

year old, having been compiled
before the New South Ocean
Company
Development
acquired all the land needed for

‘its project. The development’s
Master Plan had also changed
since then.
Mr Stein said that among the
Bahamian professionals working on the project was Melanie
Roach, the former director of
public works at the Ministry of
Works.
He added: “They [BEST]
came back with a number of
queries, which we are dealing
with now. We’ve got guys working on this daily with the BEST
Commission.

“The EIA is an ongoing
ptocess. You’re never done with
that. ifat would be the case
with anyone at this stage.
You're never done with that.”
BEST had raised some 15-20
issues with the ETA, Mr Stein
said, but he added:

“To say it

was rejected is ridiculous, if you
define every comment coming
back as rejection.
“We had a lot of comments
back from BEST, but to say it

was

rejected

is not

accurate

We’re before BEST

now, hav-

ing extensive discussions with
them on an ongoing basis.
That’s the way it always works.
You're not done until you’re
done.”
The South Ocean project,
which is slated to complement
the $1.3 billion Albany development in revitalising southwestern New Providence and
transform the area into a
resort/residential destination, is

to include a 140-room five-star
and 400-room four-star resort, a
40,000 square foot casino, frac-

tional villas, 180
second homes,
centre, marina,
and spa.
That phase
around

timeshare units,
a convention
tennis facilities
is set to cost

$500 million, with the

first phase - the utilities and
infrastructure - set to cost
around $299 million.«
The draft economic impact
study

for the

South

Ocean

development projected that it
would create 1,358 full-time jobs

when fully open, plus 1,200 construction iahs at neak huild-out
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CALVIN & HOBBES.

bune Comics

NOW, NOW. THESE
LITTLE. OUTINGS} | YEAH?
"
ARE VALUABLE
EXPERIENCES

OK, CALVIN,
START PACKING
UP. WERE GOING

JUDGE PARKER
YOU?

:

\

:

‘||

WHO ELSE
COULD DO IT?
YOU'RE A SUPERB
NEGOTIATOR!

LIKE HOW WE CANT
STAND BEING IN
SUCH CLOSE PROXIMITY WITH ONE
ANOTHER, THIS

CHANCE TO BE
TOGETHER AS A
FAMILY. AND LEARN
ABQUT OURSELVES.

EXACTLY.

BUT ALAN--I’M NO
INTELLECTUAL

=
-»>
r

-

PROPERTY

ATTORNEY---

Jniversal Press Syncicate

YOU WANT ME TO
NEGOTIATE A HIGHER
BOOK ADVANCE FOR

THEY GIVE US A

|%

:

§

= ---I'M LIABLE TO

3 COMPLETELY BLOW
§ THIS DEAL FOR YOU!

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so the each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty
level. of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to
Sunday
:

AND THIS COULD BE
JUST

TLL ENJOY LUANN‘S PAINTINGS ) IT
WHILE YOU AND JACK CONFER, / WON'T
TAKE
LONG, MAMA.

.

DIRECTOR

©2008 Conceptis Puzzles, Dist. by wing Features Syndicate, Inc.

OF THE CONSERVANCY

...BESIOES, SHE'LL BE
ON THAT SHIP NEARLY
THREE WEEKS!

WOW, AREN'T SOME
OF THOSE THINGS
© 2008 by King Features Syndicate, Inc. World Rughts reserved

“T DONT GET IT. WHATS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

JASLIM CHANCE AND A FAT CHANCE2”

Difficulty Level

www.Blondie.com

UNFORTUNATELY, MY
NEED FOR AFULL STOMACH
ALWAXS OVERRULES MY
HALF AMIND

I HAVE HALF
AMIND TO
REFUSE TO
EAT THIS

weew.kingfeatures.com

IAM SO S/CkK
OF THE SAME
OLD BLAND
‘DOG FOOD EVERY DAY!

TIGER

<

* *& *

7/02

Best described as a number crossword, the task in Kakuro is to
fill all of the empty squares, using numbers 1 to 9, so the sum of
each horizontal block equals the number to its left, and the sum
of each vertical block equals the number on its tops No number
may be used in the same block more than once. The difficulty
level of the Conceptis Kakuro increases from Monday to Sunday.
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How ARE
GONNA FIT
IN THERE?7
Barden v Jonathan Penrose, British
championship, York 1959. f rarely
., publish my awn positions here,
but the Standard’s articles have
now broken the world record,

AND THATS
MY BROTHER,
WENDELL BEHIND
YOu /
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You Loox STupiD/
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_ The purale is to find how White wins
if Stack instead plays Keb-?, aiming
to capture the enaai horse.
LEONARD BARDEN

Kolty wrote for 51 years nine
months and 18 days until his death
at age 96. Some readers have
fallowed Standard chess fer much
af this half-century - thank you!
Today's puazle shows my favourite

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE

YOUR
WHMEAT, 'S UP
NA ST ID ?

DON

move. Penroxe weet KRG and fost,

held by George Koltanowskl af
the San Francisco Chronicle, for
a continuous daily chess column,

HAS WEARING THAT K/LT.

the irony that my winner should be
3 knight check not fust at the edge
but at the corner of the board. Ever
siace Pye thought of Nh&+ as Mary's

we

YoU
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WHEN I GROW UF
I'M GONNA VRIVE
A TRUCK: JUST
LIKE THIS/

Chess: 8640; 1_Kg7, 2 GETs RxbS, 3 QxiS+ Ng, 4 B63
and Black gets mated.

move af my playing cateer. Peritose
was the best of my generation, and
won the British Hele a record ten

gy
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SANDY,

HOW many words of
feur tetters or more can
you make from the
letters shown here? In
making a word, each
letter may be used ance
only. Bach must contain
the centre letter and
there must be au least
one nine-letter word. No
plurais, or verb forms
ending in “s”, no words
with initial capitals and
no words with a hyphen

times, sa te defeat him in style was

pleasing, Arcund that tine f had
aainiriend whe lhed knights, so}

advised her to keep them centrally
fixed and away from the edge far
best effect. My last move before the

diagram was M7-H8s, and f recall
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YESTERDAY'S

able

abler

Down

2

Prosperous man’s friend

quarters in gold (5)

Time to inspire poets per-

It means no more Rugby
;

team (2,4)

something aromatic (7)

He struggles to make a liv-

Symbols used correctly in
decimal figures (6)

ing (8)
Admit — or just the oppo-

Surplus wealth? (6)

site (3,3)

Pushed the boat out in

Early hunter who lived a

Paris? (4,4)

hollow life? (7)

Pickle, perhaps,

Asking for fresh abandon-

specially for

ment (9)

game (8)

Consenting to adjust a

It goes round a piece of

complaint (9)

preserved ginger (6)

There’s no duty here and

Type inclined to be

no charge for wine (4,4)

emphatic (6)

End came as forewarned

Leaves, being of agile dis-

(7)

position (7)

New deed includes. it when

Nice setting for oriental rel- -

revised (6)

Not so fair (6)

The speed at which we go

Darkness is a strange

(5,4)

thing (5)

Yesterday’s Cryptic Solution
Across: 1 Subside, 4 Throb, 7 Else, 8
Altruist, 10 Follow suit, 12 Fusion, 13
Baboon, 15 Love letter, 18 Leisured,

19 Hand, 20 Yells, 21 Theatre.
Down: 1 Shelf, 2 Basilisk, 3 Enlist, 4
Terminated, 5 Ruin, 6 Between, 9.
Monologues, 11 Contract, 12 Frailty,
14 Repent, 16 Ridge, 17 Bill.

bhier blur

|

first
word of a phrase is
permitted (e.g. inkjet }
:
inkjet printer).
TODAY'S TARGET
Good 20; very goad 38;
excellent 38 for more}.

for a small number on the

Is embraced by a need for

ative (5)

biare

bree brake break bulk burl
fable fab flub kerb rebel
rebuke rube ruble

Man of property, three

going round in spring (5,4).
haps (5)

berk

beef beer

bleak bleaker blue

Plays That Go Against the Grain
NORTH
#1962

Declarer won, drew another round
of trump and then tried a heart
finesse. East took the nine with the
king and returned a club. Alas, the

VAQIIOS

club shift came too late. South won

#104
#8 3

with the ace and disposed of his club
losers on dummy’s hearts to make
exactly four spades, losing only two
diamonds and a heart. Of course, if
West had led a club at trick three, the
contract would have gone down one.
The primary principle of defense

South dealer,
Both sides vulnerable.

Down

EASY PUZZLE

1

bale

baker

bake

baler balk bare barf bark baulkx
beak beaker BEAKERFUL bear
bean

Across

SOLUTION

or apostrophe
permitted. The

Yesterday’s Easy Solution
Across: 1 Setback, 4 Refer, 7 Real,
8 Braggart, 19 All the time, 12
Sundry, 13 Affect, 15 Law-abiding,
18 Fracture, 19 Stem, 20 Enter, 21
Contest.
Down: 1 Syria, 2 Thailand, 3
Karate, 4 Ragamuffin, 5 Flag, 6
Retreat, 9 Thereafter, 11 Belittle, 12
Shuffle, 14 Fabric, 16 Gamut, 17
“Vast.

Shameless (9)

Ineligible (5)
Make out (7)
Capital
of Lebanon (6)

;

SOS

:
eres

(5)

EAST

WEST
475
¥82
#AKQ982
#K74

Forgive (6)
Tending to irritate (8)
limeronel coercion (6)

a4

¥K763
753

#Q10652

SOUTH
AK QINO83
¥94

is to assume declarer has a hand that
allows him to be defeated. For West
to assume that South has the A-Q of

416

clubs directly contravenes this rule.

Since -such a holding by declarer

&A19

Count of

Insult (7)

population (6)

Figurine (9)

The bidding:

After a fashion

Famous person (9)
ewer (6)

South
14%

West = North — East
2¢
29
Pass

34

Pass

(2,1,5)

:

Movingly

Man’s felt hat (7)

expressive (8)

Maintenance (6)

Hard

Crudely colourful (6)

to understand (6)

Combination (5)

Chide (6)
Discourteous (7)
Concise (5)

Toy (9)

would render four spades unbeatable,

Instead, West should assume that

44

Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Some defensive plays that look
dangerous are not nearly as risky as
they may seem.
Take this case where South got to
four spades as shown and West
started by cashing two high diamonds. He was then faced with the
critical decision of what to do next.
Afraid to lead a club away

it would amount to a concession of
the contract.

from the

king because declarer might have the
A-Q, West shifted to a trump.

East has either the ace of clubs or the
queen of clubs and a heart or trump
trick. This possibility is certainly
viable and should be tested by leading a club.
If it turns out that South actually
has the A-Q of clubs, no harm will

come from the club lead. In that case,
declarer’s club losers are destined to
eventually go off on dummy’s hearts
regardless of whether partner or
declarer has the heart king.

Tomorrow: A trap for the unwary.
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